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ABSTRACT
Nebraska’s nonmetropolitan communities have
been rapidly declining in population. However,
recent research has shown an uncharacteristic
increase in the population of those age 20 to 40.
The survival of nonmetropolitan communities
is crucial to the societal ecosystem of America.
The people moving into these nonmetropolitan
areas believe in rural; they are “Rural by Choice”.
If Nebraska is to keep this way of life alive and
thriving, small towns must re-evaluate their
communities and strive to meet the demands
of today’s globally connected world and the
expectations of these younger generations.
People are moving into nonmetropolitan areas
in search of communities optimal to their “new
rural lifestyle”.

The purpose of this guidebook is to investigate
the factors causing migration of newcomers
or migration of returnees, specifically those in
the age cohort of 20 to 40 years old, within the
nonmetropolitan communities in Nebraska.
An analysis of case studies will be used to
describe how these communities rank in the
migration factors and how they compare
to the statistical baseline set by precedent
literature. Quantitative and qualitative data on
these nonmetropolitan Nebraska towns will be
collected through various data sources, personal
interviews, and surveys.
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01
This section explains how
communities can use this
guidebook to analyze their
communities. It also begins to
establish the framework which
was used in formatting this
guidebook as a case study on
nonmetropolitan communities in
Nebraska.

INTRODUCTION

HOW TO USE THE GUIDEBOOK
Rural Nebraska communities’ populations
have been rapidly declining, and many have
become unincorporated ghost towns. However,
recent research has shown an uncharacteristic
increase in the population of those age 20 to 40.
The survival of rural communities is crucial to
the societal ecosystem of America.
If Nebraska is to keep this rural way of life alive
and thriving, small towns must re-evaluate their
communities and strive to meet the demands
of today’s globally connected world and the
expectations of these younger generations.
The purpose of this guidebook is to investigate
the factors causing migration of newcomers and
of returnees, specifically those in the age cohort
of 20 to 40 years old.
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An analysis of case studies over rural Nebraska
towns will be used to describe how these
communities rank in the migration factors and

how they compare to the statistical baseline set
by precedent literature.
1) Cities with an estimated population of 1,000
to 2,500 as of 2017.
2) One representational city from each of the
seven (7) Nebraska regions. This requirement
allows for a cross-sectional understanding of
different regional circumstances.
The cities chosen for the case studies were:
• Arapahoe, Nebraska
• Gordon, Nebraska
• Madison, Nebraska
• Ord, Nebraska
• Pawnee City, Nebraska
• Superior, Nebraska
• Tekamah, Nebraska
Although, this guidebook only analyzes seven
(7) Nebraska communities it is laid out in a

THE CASE STUDY
manner which will allow other Nebraska
nonmetropolitan communities to identify
themselves with one of the case studies. This
was the intent behind choosing one city within
each Nebraska region.
If a community does not identify with the case
study chosen from their region, they may identify
with a community in a differing region. Just
because these regions have been used or these
communities selected for the case study does
not mean all communities will feel represented
by said case study.
Each community is individually, unique and
their current and historical circumstances, their
demographics, and struggles will vary from
community to community. Because of this the
guidebook describes the process that each case
study was analyzed and provides supplemental
material in the Appendix on page 242.

Any community can conduct their own
analysis based on this information presented
in the guidebook. The analysis of each case
study results in a summary section and
recommendations to those communities.
However, other nonmetropolitan communities
can also utilize the Precedent Project section on
page 198, which gives an in-depth description of
various project types throughout Nebraska and
how those communities facilitated and funded
those initiatives.
This section also includes a long list of other
projects throughout the Midwest. Each project
includes a point of contact so communities can
do follow up research to learn more about the
specifics of a project.
By using this guidebook small towns can reevaluate their communities and strive to meet
the expectations of these younger generations,
which they are trying to retain and attract.
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CASE STUDY LOCATIONS
The Rural Futures Institute and
the University of Nebraska formed
these regions which were based
on Extension’s Community Vitality
Initiative Accountability Regions,
Economic Development Regions
& Districts, along with information
from the Nebraska Department of
Labor.1
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Tekamah in Burt county was
established in 1854.
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This section reviews the state of
rural starting with it’s formation
and ending with it’s current
predicament. The text also
references the various precident
literature used to establish the
framework behind this study.

STATE OF RURAL

HISTORY OF RURAL
The resulting migration pattern, since the
beginning of the 20th century, shows a drastic
increase of total nonmetropolitan change and
net migration. Between 1992 and 1995 rural
population change and net migration remained
relatively stable; after 1995 the populations
again sharply decreased.
However, this decline was not to the same
extent as during the 1980s Farm Crisis but was
very similar in cause and effect. This decrease
continued until the upturn in the early 2000s.
The total nonmetropolitan population change
and net migration once again goes through
this growth and decline cycle around the 2007
financial crisis.
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By 2017, the population began to creep upwards
again and from previous literature it can be
assumed that the population will continue to
trend positive.2

Today, the rural-urban divide has become so
overly exaggerated by media and society that
the entire world believes that “rural is dead”. If
these statements and representations of rural
are true, why does the research show otherwise?

CURRENT STATE OF RURAL
The decline of nonmetropolitan population and
economies continued up until the 1990s. In the
early 1990s, people began migrating back into
rural areas; this phenomenon has been coined
the “rural rebound”.
This “rural rebound” – the growth in population of
nonmetropolitan communities – most impacted
counties which were adjacent to metropolitan
counties. This spillover of population was
because, “many people now prefer to live in
smaller communities, and many people now
have the freedom to choose where to live.”3
They located in areas within proximity of large
city centers so as to enjoy the amenities and
economic opportunities of urban whilst residing
and raising families in rural. After the turn of the
century the revival once again slowed, reducing
counts of in-migration into rural, nonmetropolitan
areas.

“What
the
United
States
experienced between 1970 and
1998 is “deconcentration” –
people gradually moving from
larger, more densely settled
places into smaller, more lightly
settled places. It’s a rebound,
not a reversal. Americans are
not returning to a pioneer life of
farming, they are using technology,
a booming economy and new
attitudes towards work to diminish
the “friction” of distance.”4
15

FUTURE OF RURAL
Rural America is at a crossroads. Many
nonmetropolitan communities are still seeing
total population decline and drastic outmigration of their residents but there are also
many communities that have the capacity and
willpower to capitalize on this resurgence of
youth into their communities.
Few Nebraska communities are equipped
to facilitate that population growth or are not
attractive enough to the specific age cohort,
20 to 40, to drive up in-migration. Where then,
does that leave the future of rural Nebraska
communities?
If nonmetropolitan communities cannot draw in
the 20 to 40-year-old migrants, then an aging
population and weakening economy will push
them into a steep decline; one in which they
cannot come back from.
16

Nebraska communities need to re-evaluate
themselves, in order to keep this rural way of
life, alive and thriving. These communities must
meet the demands of a globally connected world
if they want to attract and retain the younger
generations.
Rural Nebraska towns can, through analysis
of specific migratory factors, retain or attract
the 20 to 40 age cohorts. By analyzing the
migratory patterns of newcomers and returnees,
specifically those in the age cohort of 20 to
40 years old, we can begin to understand the
factors which affect migrations, for certain
Nebraska cities.
Quantitative and qualitative data on these rural
Nebraska towns was collected through various
data sources and personal interviews.
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This section describes a
community’s prosperity
framework or the essentials
that a community needs to be
successful. As well as, breaking
down the migratory factors which
will be analyzed in this case
study. It ends with a summary
of interview and survey results
collected throughout this study.

PROSPERITY
FRAMEWORK

DEFINING COMMUNITY
Why are the 20 to 40 age cohorts moving to
rural areas? What does a nonmetropolitan
community offer that an urban center does not?
Community is described as a unified body
of individuals, which usually have common
characteristics, interests, or that live in an area
together.5 The word community is complex; it
encompasses many different definitions. Those
differing and diverse perspectives can create an
enriching and successful community.
Every community can achieve prosperity but
addressing four essential areas: people, place,
economy, and capacity building.6 Communities
are nothing without the people that choose
to live, work, and play there. If communities
are to retain and attract people it must create
community attachment.
20

Numerous studies have been conducted
to ascertain the specific factors which drive

migration both in and out of nonmetropolitan
and metropolitan areas. One of the largest
influencing factors on migration is community
attachment, or “the sentiments someone has
to a specific community that is geographically
bound.”7
The best way to form this sentimental attraction
is by creating a place where residents are happy
and have a high quality of life. There are 9 basic
quality of life qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique Amenities
Recreation, Culture and Arts
Jobs and Careers
Housing
Healthcare
Shopping and Services
Places and Spaces
Culture
Telecommunication Services

SENSE OF PLACE
However, a community is not solely the sum of
its’ data. Although, these quantitative factors
provide us with a good understanding of where
a community is currently situated and how
successful it might be at retaining or attracting
people, it lacks the qualitative factors which are
present in every community.

ENVIRONMENTAL

PSYCHOLOGICAL

SOCIAL

One qualitative factor would be a community’s
ability to create a sense of place. Sense of place
“is the lense through which people experience
and make meaning of their experiences in and
with place”.8 Place is comprised of three factors:
social atmosphere, context, and meaning.
Places are created from the inside out and is
formed by strong local character and identity.

VISUAL

SENSE OF PLACE

PHYSICAL

CULTURAL

SPIRITUAL
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MIGRATORY FACTORS
Based on those nine FACTORS
(9) basic quality of life Access to Natural Amenities
qualifications and other (Greater than or equal to 50 amenities within a 25-mi radius of a city)
precedent
literature, Acres of Parkland within City Limits
(10 acres per 1000 residents)
factors were selected
Employment - Population Rate
to evaluate the seven (Greater than State Employment-Population Ratio for 2018 at 67.8%)
study locations.
Median Housing Cost
Each factor that meets
a baseline requirement,
receives a rank of one
(1); for those factors
in which a city does
not meet the baseline
requirement, a rank
of zero (0) is given.
Therefore, a city with
a perfect score would
have a total rank of 12.
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(Less than or equal to County Median Housing Costs)
Cost of Living
(Less than County Cost of Living)
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
(Less than or equal to 2% Vacancy - Richard Florida, City Lab Blog)

Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in Downtown District
(Less than or equal to 8% Vacancy in Downtown - Michael Burayidi, 2013)
Access to Healthcare
(1 or more Nebraska Department of Health & Human Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city)
NSCAS Test Score
(Greater than State Average Aggregate Test Scores of 57)
Access to ‘Third Places’
(Greather than or equal to 50, Other Leisure SMU Rank)
Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
(Greater than 50, Average of Arts Providers and Arts Dollars SMU Rank)
Internet Services in Town
(Providers with 25mbps speeds and less than 100ms avgerage latency - Not Including Satellite)

COMMUNITY CHARACTER
A communities character is formed as much by
the people as it is by its’ places. Ray Oldenburg
coined the term “third places”, as places where
people spend time between home (first places)
and work (second places).9 These first, second,
and third places all together form a ‘sense of
place’ created by many components such as:
environmental, spiritual, psychological, visual,
social, cultural, and physical.10
Sense of place is formed through physical
and visual connections to a place, nowhere
is this more prevelant than in the downtown
district. Downtowns are the centers of rural
communities and are often the first impression
of a community. The North Central Regional
Center for Rural Development in Michigan has
listed 10 categories that indicate downtown
success:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Downtown retail development
Downtown housing
Organization and partnerships
Downtown traffic generators
Preservation and rehabilitation
Immigration and diversity
Multifuncitonality
Downtown design
Branding and promotion
Downtown finance, employment,
demographics

and

The rank of ‘third places’ is taken from the Arts
Vibrancy Map created by Southern Methodist
University. This report looks at the cateory of
Other Leisure, which takes into account hotels,
restaurants, zoos or botanical areas, cinemas,
sports/recreation, and rank of bars within a given
county. A score of 50/100 is the baseline rank
a community must meet to provide adequate
opportunities for ‘third places’.
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INTERVIEW ANALYSIS
To be a successful community, it must retain
and attract people, and specifically those 20 to
40. They must embrace and support diversity
and entertwine it with sense of place and quality
of life.

residents, will have a robust leadership and look
to engage in capacity building - “the process
whereby communities grow their ability to
engage in the development process.”12

The e2 Entrepreneurial Ecosystems group
stated in their Community Quality of Life
paper, “We know from both experience and
research that increasing community diversity
can enrich a community culturally, socially, and
economically.”11

Diversity and Inclusion, Quality of Life and
Sense of Place fall more into the realm of
qualitative research. These are characteristics
of a community that are harder to quantify with
data.

Diversity and Inclusion can be measured in
many ways, however, the four biggest areas of
consideration for nonmetropolitan communities
are faith, race, gender, and sexual orientation.
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The foundation of
starts with diverse
Communities who
from residents, and

a prosperous community
and effective leadership.
have active participation
specifically those younger

In order to give a comprehensive look at
what is happening within rural Nebraska
and nonmetropolitan communities personal
interviews and surveys were conducted. These
questions can be referenced in the Appendix
section on page 242.

In each case study community personal
interviews were conducted with four categories
of people, 20 to 40 years of age that had moved
back or moved to the community:
•
•
•
•

Business Owner
Farmer
Educator
Other (20 - 30 persons)

Residents were asked a series of questions
about their communities under these themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature
Family
Community
The best parts about the community
The least favorite parts about the community
Ideas residents had for projects or initiatives
the community should be tackling

Of the 14 interviews conducted the most
prevalent theme was community which was
mentioned around 128 times. Although, many
people had parts about their community that
they disliked about half of those comments
were countered with proposals or ideas to better
the community. Ideas such as better housing
initiatives, programs to support local, small
businesses, facade improvement programs,
amenities/programming, City initiatives or
legislature acts. (See page 249) Residents also
mentioned that apathy had taken hold of the
community however, more and more younger
residents are stepping up and taking leadership
positions in the community. They want to
see their communities continue to grow and
progress; they can only do that if they embrace
change.

“We’ve got to create the town we want to
see, because the other people will want
that too.” – Cindy Chatt, Tekamah Resident.
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INTERVIEW ANALYSIS
Those six (6) overarching themes of the
interviews were analyzed and sorted into
subcategories. Within the theme of Nature,
subcategories such as landscape/scenery,
agriculture, city parks, events or programming,
amenities, and health/family were mentioned by
residents.
Raising a family, proximity to family, benefits
of raising children in a rural setting, and the
future of a community were all subcategories
on the Family theme. This analysis supports the
precedent literature, which states that family is
an important push/pull factor of migration. Many
20 to 40 year olds are moving back to their
hometowns because they want to be closer to
their families and raise their children in the same
environment that they were.
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This is an important qualitative factor that
communities should be aware of and try to
capitalize on. Communities should keep in touch

with alumni and those who still have relatives
living in the community. If those 20 to 40 age
persons feel they are wanted or would provide a
needed service to the community they are more
likely to make that move back home.

“People are willing to move to small
towns, that’s not the issue. [The issue] is
what is waiting for them when they get
there.” – Caleb Pollard, Ord Resident
Common topics under the theme of community
was the idea of a rural lifestyle, a community
which is helpful and supportive, a neighborly or
friendly environment, and the level of impact an
individual has to make change happen.
These residents were concerned most with the
downtown corridor, the housing availability, and
the attitudes within the community.
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SURVEY RESULTS
People are moving to rural areas, the studies
conducted in 2010 by Ben Winchester, show
as much. Those who return or move to
nonmetropolitan areas are finding that their
wants and needs - in various categories - are
being met if not exceeded.
This study surveyed 168 people ranging in
age, location, and size of community. The goal
with this survey was to understand what was
happening across the board in rural areas but
also trying to flush out the reasons why someone
might choose to live in an urban setting or not
return to their hometown. However, of the 168
people who took part in this survey 64% of them
were within the 20 to 40 age cohort.
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The questions in this survey were similar to the
interview questions but can be referenced in
the Appendix section of this guidebook on page
242.

Returnees vs. New Comers
Of the 168 responses 68% believed themselves
to have a positive quality of life within those
communities. Only 35% were “Returnees” or
those people who have returned back to their
hometowns (lived in anytime between 5 to 18
years old). This means that over half of the
respondents are people who have migrated
into their communities. Based on this data
nonmetropolitan communities should be
focusing on marketing their community to
outside sources and those not necessarily
from there, however, this does not negate the
importance of encouraging and marketing to
those “Returnees”.
The question, “Have you ever considered
moving back to your hometown?” shows the
importance of marketing to “Returnees”. Of the
94 who responded, 55% said yes, meaning that
they had considered returning to their hometown
and only 45% had never considered it.

60
40
20
0

Number of Respondents (out of 168)

There was a strong correlation with years away “Returnees” are important and if a city is to
and returnees. More people returned to their capitalize on the amount of people moving back
hometowns between 1 to 10 years.
they need to focus marketing efforts on recent
high school and college graduates.
Although, there is still a likelihood that one will
return if away for longer than 10 years, but it looks In a seperate survey 44 students, 14 to 20 years
to drastically decline after this time. As discussed of age, were asked if they had ever considered
moving back to their hometown later in life?
Over half of those students, 61% (27), said
yes. Many of these returnee populations will
not move back to there hometown because of
the narrative rural communities have been use
to for years. Communities have been forcing
out their most important commodity, telling them
“there is nothing here for them”, or “if you don’t
leave you’ll be stuck here”. This narrative needs
to change and communities do that by tackling:
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SURVEYS RESULTS
Industry & Opportunities
Healthcare and Education were the top industries
represented by the respondents of the survey.
Professional services and retail industries were
also high. Of this industry breakdown 28% is
work happening outside of the respondents
communities. This means a large percentage
commutes elsewhere to work, however, 73%
works within the community they reside in.
Despite the data showing that many respondents
are working in their community, 71% (51) still think
the community needs to better communicate or
market job availability and opportunities.
This communication is important given that out
of 78 responses job availability/opportunity was
mentioned 41 times as a reason why someone
would choose not to move back. The 44 students
also mentioned lack of shops, restaurants, and
amenities as big negatives of a rural community.
30

Agriculture
Construction
Mining
Utilities
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail

12

Transportation
Information
Finance & Insurance
Real Estate
Professional Services

19

Management
Administration
Educational
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Food Service
Disabled/Retired/
Stay-at Home Parnet
Student
Other
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20
30
40
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INTERVIEWS AND SURVEYS
Housing
Affordable, quality homes is a problem for
communities all over the country and especially
in rural, nonmetropolitan areas. The image
on page 31, reflects the sentiments of the
survey and interview respondents. Aside from
affordable housing, people think that rental
properties and low-income options are needed
within their communities.
Education
Out of 166 survey responses, 72 respondents
answered questions about education within
their communities. Nearly 100% of the 72 stated
that having a school within their town was of
somewhat to extremely important. 81% were
satisfied or very satisfied with the quality of
education their community public schools were
providing. These numbers of positive responses
are reflected in the NSCAS test score rankings
for each community.
32

There are many ways someone can determine
the success or importance of a public school, test
scores were used as a quantitative benchmark
which was guranteed to have accurate measures
taken by the State. Solely, looking at test scores
of the school is not advised; education should
also be measured on qualitative basis.
39 of the 72 respondents noted that the quality of
the school within the community was something
highly considered before making a move.
Quality Education Migration Factor
Yes

39

No
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No, Did Not Move Back
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0
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20
40
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Negatives and Positives of Rural
On top of job availability, people were concerned
with family, commuting, ease of access, size
concerns, costs, and other issues. These factors
were causing respondents to chose urban or
metropolitan living over rural communities and
hometowns.
Youths within the communities were also
concerned with the level of acceptance within
the community - “Need for status quo” - and the
small town rumor mill. These things along with
lack of amenities and things to do are strong
push factors; they will cause many people to
become disconnected with their community and
feel unease or discontent when asked if they
would return to the community.
Amenities which had strong connection with
one’s reason to like a metropolitan area over
a nonmetropolitan area were things such as:
theaters, restaurants, museums, grocery stores,

bowling alley, coffeeshops, shopping malls,
home goods stores, novelty shops, and arts/
cultural performances. Most of the amenities
listed from the survey were things that a rural
town may provide but, sometimes they lack
adequate marketing, especially on social media.
Despite these negatives the respondents
also noted the reasons they like rural living or
would choose to return. The small size of the
community allows for a close-knit atmosphere,
where “everyone knows everyone” and people
are caring and supportive. It’s quiet nature, low
crime, low cost of living, and less traffic were
also positives of living in a nonmetropolitan area.
A 130 respondent (including students)
mentioned family/friends as being an important
factor of why they like rural or chose to move
to a rural community. Family was mentioned 62
times, which is a slightly stronger determining
factor than job availability - mentioned 57 times.
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This section reviews the history,
current demographics, and
migratory rankings for the case
study community of Arapahoe.
This city is located in Furnas
county in the Southwest Region
of Nebraska.

Arapahoe, NE

N

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community
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HISTORY
Arapahoe is located 72 miles southwest of
Kearney and only 30 from the Kansas border. It
sits just North of the Rebuplican River in Furnas
County. The community is apart of the RFI
Southwest Region.
Arapahoe stretches North from the railroad
and forms a linear settlement. However, it was
first laid out around a central park, in 1871.14
The town lies in the Republican River Valley
between the Elk and Muddy Creeks.15 The first
town of Furnas county was named in honor of
the Arapahoe Indian tribe who occupied the
area.
In 1873, the county was established by the state
legislature with Arapahoe as the county-seat.
This was challenged by Beaver City and was
eventually moved in 1876.16
The town today is know as “the town where the hiways meet”; that being Highway 34 and Highway

283.17 The invention of the automobile sparked
large infrustructural changes in Arapahoe and
brought with it travellers, food, and livestock.
Agriculture was the main industry in Arapahoe
for a long time and the years of grasshopper
plagues, the dust bowl, and flooding weakened
the town’s economy. Despite this the town has
continued to thrive and is “very much alive”.18
By 1992, Arapahoe and Holbrook consolidated
their public schools.19 The elementary and high
school are both located in Arapahoe.
Even today the City park is a lively location with
many events such as “Arapahoe Heritage Days”,
a 3-day celebration over the Fourth of July.20
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Arapahoe reached its peak population
at 1,226.21 In the age cohort 20 to 40,
Arapahoe is estimated to have 189, as of
2017, which is a slight increase from the
2010 population.22
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The 2017 estimates show the largest
age percentage of females in Arapahoe
is under 5 and 15 to 19 for males, sitting
at around 69 and 52 respectively. The
smallest percentage age is 30 to 34 for
females and 75 to 79 for males.
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The age cohort of Generation Y are those
born from 1981 - 2000 (20 - 39 years
old). They value individuality and look
for a diverse, fun, and an informal work
and living atmosphere. This generation
is techonolgy driven. GenY recruitment
is needed to replace the “75 million baby
boomers retiring [nationwide]”.23
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Of Arapahoe’s total population
95% identify as White. Two or
more races and other are also
percentages present in the
community.24
The city has 5 churches with
a large percentage of the
population being of United
Methodist or Catholic faith.25
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Estimate percentages for
2017
show
Arapahoe’s
highest
industry
was
Educational
Services
at
18.3%. The City could benefit
from Manufacturing and Real
Estate industries which are
estimated at zero.26

95%

INDUSTRY

0.8%
0.8%
1.1%
1.4%
3.3%
5.7%

0.5%
0.3%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extractions
Utilities
Construction

18.3%

Educational Services

7.7%
12.6%

Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance

7.9%

8.2%

11.7%

9.6%
10.1%

Industry with 0% in 2017: Mining, Quarrying and Oil & Gas Extraction;
Manufacturing; Real Estate, Rental and Leasing; Management

Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management
Administration & Support, Waste Management
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Healthcare and Social Assistance
Food Service
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
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RURAL NETWORKS
Nonmetropolitan areas are not the same
agriculture-based, isolated communities that
they use to be. In today’s globally connected
society and with the advancement of technology
living and working in rural looks very different.
People may live in one community but, work in
another. They may access healthcare facilities
in yet another and even shop online from remote
destinations. “From a spatial perspective,
communities are areas or regions with multiple
villages, towns and cities. Individual places are
neighborhoods within this area community, with
strong economic and social interconnections.”27
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In Arapahoe, 33% of the community’s workforce
commutes outside of the city to work.28 The
most prevalent of those communities being
Cambridge, Beaver City, and Oxford but,
spans as far as Kearney. There is roughly 366
people which work in the City of Arapahoe,
30% of those people are commuting into the

community.29 According to the Census Bureau’s
2017 commuting statistics, Arapahoe is sharing
11% of it’s working population with the greater
rural network.30
This rural network also connects health services
for communities in a given area. According
to the Nebraska Department of Health and
Human Services there is 2 healthcare facilities
in Arapahoe, which is a part of the Southwest
Nebraska Public Health District.31 They also
have an Assisted-Living and Nursing Home
facility, and a local pharmacy.32
There are 6 other hospital/rural clinics around
the county of Furnas. One Home Healthcare
Agency (HHA) is located in Cambridge.33
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COMMUNITY RANKINGS
The community is given a rank and then an
overall city score. The ranking system is on
a dichotomous scale.34 This means for those
factors that meet the baseline requirement a
rank of 1 is given; for those factors which do not
meet the baseline requirements a rank of 0 is
given.
The baseline requirements were determined
based on precedent literature, which is discussed
more thoroughly on page 22.

* Factor is very close to baseline, due to

margin of error this score may be different.
Factors with an asterisk (*) may be represented
as a 0 however, do to the statistical inaccuracy
this may not be an area which communities
should focus. Communities could engage in
bettering other migratory factors. This does not
negate the importance of those factors with
asterisks, they should still be analyzed regularly.
44

Arapahoe’s total City Rank is a 1 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to Natural Amenities
Acres of Park Land within City Limits
Employment - Population Ratio
Median Housing Costs
Cost of Living
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
NSCAS Test Scores
Access to “third places”
Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
Internet Services in Town

FACTOR
Access to Natural Amenities

Employment - Population Ratio

BASELINE
ACTUAL RANK
Greater than or equal to 50 within a 25 mile Radius of 35
0
community
10 Acres per 100 residents (108.3)
16.04
0
acres
Greater than State Rate 67.8%
61.2%
0*

Median Housing Costs

Less than or equal to $65,300

$77,700

0

Cost of Living

Less than or equal to 73

75

0*

Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings

Less than or equal to 2%

16.3%

0

Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown Corridor
Access to Healthcare

Less than or equal to 8%

8.77%

0*

2

1

NSCAS Test Scores

1 or more Nebraska Department of Health and
Human Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city
Greater than or equal to 57

55

0

Access to ‘third places’

Greater than or equal to 50

33

0

Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities

Greater than or equal to 50

19

0

Internet Services in Town

Provider with 25 mpbs speeds and less than 100ms 0
0
latency
CITY OVERALL SCORE 1

Acres of Park Land within City Limits
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWNTOWN DISTRICT

WEST ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION
Automotive
Construction
Government
Education
Entertainment
Financial / Insurance / Real Estate
Food Service
Healthcare
Information

Arapahoe’s main street runs North - South along
Highway 283. The diagrams above denote the
building programming in this district. Also shown
are the hours of operation for the businesses
downtown - at least those that could be found
listed on a website or social media.

Professional Services
Recreation
Retail
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Vacant
Other

The City is lacking in businesses which are open
past 6pm and open on the weekends.

There are 5 vacant buildings along the corridor.
Although, many of the buildings have updated
or renovated storefronts there are still a few
which have fallen into disrepair.

in other communities. The addition of more retail
businesses, such as clothing stores, will help
bring people into the area. Industry percentages
can be found on page 41.

The community could benefit from more
restaurants, bars/breweries, or even a wine
tasting bar. The downtown area needs to draw
in business which they may be losing to stores

The existing stores should also be thinking of
the clientel they serve and want to bring in.
Current hours of operation may be limiting the
amount of business a store is getting.
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FACTORS
Employment-Population
Ratio is defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics as the ratio
of total civilian employment
to the civilian population.35
Arapahoe, in 2016, was
estimated to have a 61.2%
Employment-Population
Ratio.36

61.2% Employment - Population Ratio 2016

This ratio measures job
holders and tracks job
creation. In 2018, Nebraska’s
ratio was at 67.8%.37
Housing
Arapahoe’s housing stock
sits at 529 homes, while 86 of
them are currently vacant.38
Of those homes the median
cost is $77,700.39
48

16.3%
Vacancy Rate

Median Cost
$77,700

2017 Araphoe Housing Stock: 529

FACTORS

Arapahoe Internet Speeds
No Service

Cable

10 Mbps / 1 min 42 sec

DSL

15 Mbps / 1 min 42 sec

Fixed Wireless

No Service

Fiber

Internet service is critical for
almost any business anywhere
and it is very important for
the 20 to 40 age cohorts.
Quality, fast internet requires
two components speed and
latency.
A community should have at
least one provider that can offer
service speeds of 25mpbs and
less than or equal to 100ms
of latency - how much time it
takes for a signal to travel to its
destination and back.40
Arapahoe does not have
any providers which meets
both requirements and no
service that offers the FCC’s
benchmark of 25 mbps / 3
mbps.41
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FACTORS
Education is a major concern
for 20 to 40 age cohort,
especially those with families.
Arapahoe’s public school has
a 12/1 student to teacher ratio
and an aggregate NSCAS test
score of 55.42

92.8

95.2

12/1

48%
Eng.

49%
Math

Arapahoe Public Education

68%
Sci.

Grocery

75

59.4

Cost of Living
98.2

Cost of Living
BestPlaces.com takes into
account
housing
(30%),
food and groceries (15%),
transportation (10%), utilities
(6%), healthcare (7%), and
miscellaneous expenses such
as clothing, services, and
entertainment (31%) into cost
of living rank.43
Arapahoe’s cost of living ranks
at 75 (co. 73). Arapahoe is
more expensive than the State
50
average in health and utility
costs.

38.8

139.4

Health
Housing
Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneaous

Post-Secondary Education

20%

Less than High School

33%

High School Degree

39%

Associate’s Degree

8%

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher

Enter Workforce

HOME

See Return Investment in
City’s Human Capital

FACTORS
Natural Amenities is a huge
migration factor. “Growth in
recreation retirement, and
information-based industries
has introduced many to
move to areas high in natural
amenities.”44

Medicine Creek State
Recreation Area

Arapahoe has 16 acres of park
land within city limits, which
does not include the golf course.
The parks offer things such
as sports fields, playgrounds,
hiking, swimming, and frisbee
golf.

Arapahoe Country Club
Harlan County Lake

Access to Natural Amenities
0

0

0

1

2

0

0

1

1

1

1

14

0

2

3

2

0

0

Within a 25-mile radius,
there are 28 different natural
amenities offered, hunting
having the most opportunities.
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Arapahoe’s City Park is located
at the center of town, just
West of Nebraska Avenue. It is
between Elm and Locust street
and bordered by 8th street to
the West.

The park also has public
restroom facilities and an
amphitheater / stage which
could be used for performances
and shows.
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Nebraska Ave

Elm St

8th St

This park is comprised of 4.6
acres. This park is where the
City pool is located. There is
also playgrounds and park
shelters.

N

Locust St

City Park

NATURAL AMENITIES

N

Nebraska Ave

Oak St

Arapahoe South
RV Park

Arapahoe’s RV Park sits South
of Oak street and is bordered
by Nebraska Avenue to the
West.
This park is comprised of 10
acres. This is the city’s main
RV park. Along with the parking
and restroom facilities the park
has incorporated a walking trail
and disk golf.
The
walking
path
also
incorporates outdoor workout
equippment along the trail.

Wayland Park
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Arapahoe’s Outdoor Classroom
sits South of Walnut street
across from the highschool. It
is bordered by 5th street to the
West and Rd 724 to the East.
This park is comprised of 1.5
acres. This park sits in the
center of the block surrounded
by houses and St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church.
Along with a shelter and
pergola, a water feature and
flower beds are connected by
a winding walking trail.
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N
Outdoor Classroom

SUMMARY
Arapahoe’s total City Rank is a 1 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
• Access to Natural Amenities
• Acres of Park Land within City Limits
• Employment - Population Rate
• Median Housing Costs
• Cost of Living
• Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
• Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
• NSCAS Test Scores
• Access to “third places”
• Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
• Internet Services in Town
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Downtown Vacancy
Arapahoe has a decent number of businesses;
many of those located in or near the downtown
district. However, roughly 5 buildings along
the mainstreet corridor are sitting vacant. The
mainstreet is not only the center or heart of the
community, it is the first impression one has

of your community. Vacant buildings or even
occupied buildings which are deteriorating affect
how people see your community and how your
residents’ feel about their community. Arapahoe
could look at programs to decrease the amount
of vacant buildings in downtown and to improve
the aesthetic value of the community (See page
200). These programs are things such as:
• Facade Improvement Program
• Small Business Loans
• Tax Increment Financing
• Business Improvement District
Access to “Third Places”
There are many types of programs that are
categorized as ‘third places’. Areas in which
Arapahoe could focus is recreation - fitness
facilities, entertainment - theater, art gallery,
music venue; it might also look into hotels around
the area. Precedent projects over Recreational
amenities can be found on page 212; Arts and
Culture amenities projects are on page 218.

Housing
The housing crisis has permeated all areas
of America and is seen most prevalent in
nonmetropolitan areas with an aging housing
stock in need of repair.45 Arapahoe is no
exception to this ever growing need. Access
to affordable housing is becoming ever more
difficult. There are various programs and
initiatives that Arapahoe can do to address this
issue and reduce the residential vacancy in the
community. (See Page 206)
• Workforce Housing LB 518
• Deconstruction Grant Program LB 180
• Community-Wide Clean Up
• Habitat for Humanity
Arapahoe does have a few residential
development in the Northern part of the City.
However, many of these developments are
catered toward medium to high income level and
single-family homes. To reduce the total Cost
of Living and the community’s median housing

costs, it could look into adding apartments, multifamily homes, and medium to low income lots.
Natural Amenities
As these developments are planned and grow
including recreational and natural amenities is
also crucial. The City is severely lacking in the
recommended acres of parkland per resident,
as the city grows so should those amenities.
(See page 212)
Internet
The community is seeing growth in the 20 to 40
age cohort, however, many of them are finding
that their Quality of Life is being affected by
many factors, such as internet services. The
City needs to look into drawing in more service
providers that can offer higher quality service.
By increasing accessibliity of internet and the
quality of that service Arapahoe will become a
place that people want to live in.
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05
This section reviews the history,
current demographics, and
migratory rankings for the case
study community of Gordon.
This city is located in Sheridan
county in the Panhandle Region
of Nebraska.

Gordon, NE

N

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community

0

0.5

Miles
1
Sources: Esri, USGS, NOAA

HISTORY
Gordon is located 15 miles from the South
Dakota border and only 120 from Wyoming. It
sits just North of the Niobrara River in Sheridan
County. The community is apart of the RFI
Panhandle Region.
Reverand John Scamahorn and his group
travelled past rail’s end. Those first settlers
wanted to name the town after their leader,
Rev. Scamahorn. However, at his behest the
town was named after John Gordon, who had
lost many of his possessions during his travels
through the West.46

Around 2011, a group of residents pushed for
the county to transform the railroad section
leading to Rushville into the large, expansive
trail system - Cowboy Trail.47 Work began in
2013 and the trail was opened in 2015.48 Today,
Gordon’s downtown district encompasses four
blocks which run North from the old railroad
tracks, now the Cowboy Trail.

Although, Gordon was settled before the railroad
expanded West into Nebraska, the town began
to form as a linear settlement. This section of
railroad passing through Gordon was the line
which stretched the whole of Nebraska. It has
now been transformed into a vast trail system.
61

DEMOGRAPHICS
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Age Data Not Collected at City Level

1250

2018

Gordon reached its peak population
at 2,223.49 In the age cohort 20 to 40,
Gordon is estimated to have 391, as of
2017, which is a very slight decrease
from the 2010 population.50
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The age cohort of Generation Y are those
born from 1981 - 2000 (20 - 39 years
old). They value individuality and look
for a diverse, fun, and an informal work
and living atmosphere. This generation
is techonolgy driven. GenY recruitment
is needed to replace the “75 million baby
boomers retiring [nationwide]”.51

75

29

The 2017 estimates show the largest
age percentage of females in Gordon is
under 5 and 26 to 29 for males, sitting
at around 30 and 100 respectively. The
smallest percentage age is 64 to 69 for
females and 75 to 79 for males.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Of Gordon’s total population
78% identify as White.
American Indian population is
also represented at 17%. Two
or more races and Black are
also percentages present in
the community.52
The city has 12 churches with
a large percentage of the
population being of United
Methodist or Catholic faith.53
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Estimate percentages for
2017 show Gordon’s highest
industry
was
Healthcare
at 24.5%. The City could
benefit from Real Estate,
Management, Administration
and Transportaiton, which are
estimated at zero.54

78%

INDUSTRY

0.5%
0.5%
0.6%

0.5%
0.3%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extractions
Utilities

24.5%

1.7%
3.1%
4.2%
6.4%

8%

Healthcare
and Social
Assistence

14.3%
11%

11.1%

12.1%

Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management
Administration & Support, Waste Management
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Healthcare and Social Assistance

Industry with 0% in 2017: Transportation and Warehousing; Real
Estate, Renting and Leasing; Management; Administration & Support,
Waste Management/Remediation

Food Service
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
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RURAL NETWORK
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Nonmetropolitan areas are not the same
agriculture-based, isolated communities that
they use to be. In today’s globally connected
society and with the advancement of technology
living and working in rural looks very different.

26% of those people are commuting into the
community.57 According to the Census Bureau’s
2017 commuting statistics, Gordon is gaining
7% of the working population of the greater rural
network.58

People may live in one community but, work in
another. They may access healthcare facilities
in yet another and even shop online to remote
destinations. “From a spatial perspective,
communities are areas or regions with multiple
places name villages, towns and cities.
Individual places are neighborhoods within
this area community with strong economic and
social interconnections.”55

This rural network also connects health services
for communities in a given area. According to
the Nebraska Department of Health and Human
Services there is 2 healthcare facilities in
Gordon, which is a part of the Pnahandle Public
Health District.59 They also have 2 AssistedLiving facilities and one Nursing Home facility,
along with a local pharmacy. The City also
has access to a mental and substance abuse
treatment center.60

In Gordon, 23% of the community’s workforce
commutes outside of the city to work.56 The
most prevalent of those communities being
Rushville, Hay Springs and Valentine but,
spans as far as Scottsbluff. There is roughly
785 people which work in the City of Arapahoe,

There are 2 other hospital/rural clinics around
the county of Sheridan.61
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COMMUNITY RANKINGS
The community is given a rank and then an
overall city score. The ranking system is on
a dichotomous scale.62 This means for those
factors that meet the baseline requirement a
rank of 1 is given; for those factors which do not
meet the baseline requirements a rank of 0 is
given.
The baseline requirements were determined
based on precedent literature, which is discussed
more thoroughly on page 22.

* Factor is very close to baseline, due to

margin of error this score may be different.
Factors with an asterisk (*) may be represented
as a 0 however, do to the statistical inaccuracy
this may not be an area which communities
should focus. Communities could engage in
bettering other migratory factors. This does not
negate the importance of those factors with
asterisks, they should still be analyzed regularly.
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Gordon’s total City Rank is a 3 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to Natural Amenities
Acres of Parkland within the City
Employment-Population Ratio
Cost of Living
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
Access to ‘Third Places’
Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
Internet Services in Town

FACTOR
Access to Natural Amenities
Acres of Park Land within City Limits

BASELINE
Greater than or equal to 50 within a 25 mile Radius of
community
10 Acres per 100 residents (155)

Employment - Population Ratio

ACTUAL RANK
28
0
0

Greater than State Rate 67.8%

95.5
acres
66.4%

Median Housing Costs

Less than or equal to $70,900

$64,500

1

Cost of Living

Less than or equal to 77

82

0

Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings Less than or equal to 2%

12%

0

Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown Corridor
Access to Healthcare

12.1%

0

Less than or equal to 8%

0*

1

NSCAS Test Scores

1 or more Nebraska Department of Health and Human 2
Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city
Greater than or equal to 57
68

Access to ‘third places’

Greater than or equal to 50

32

0

Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities

Greater than or equal to 50

30

0

Internet Services in Town

Provider with 25 mpbs speeds and less than 100ms
0
0
latency
CITY OVERALL SCORE 3

1
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWNTOWN DISTRICT

WEST ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION
Automotive
Construction
Government
Education
Entertainment
Financial / Insurance / Real Estate
Food Service
Healthcare
Information

Gordon’s main street runs North - South along
Highway 27. The diagrams above denote the
building programming in this district. Also shown
are the hours of operation for the businesses
downtown - at least those that could be found
listed on a website or social media.

Professional Services
Recreation

70

Retail
Vacant
Other

The City is lacking in businesses which are open
past 6pm and open on the weekends.

There are 11 vacant buildings along the corridor.
Many of those vacant buildings and others have
fallen into disrepair and have deteriorating
storefronts. The community should invest in
Facade Improvement Programs.
The community could benefit from more
restaurants,
bars/breweries,
or
even
coffeeshops. The addition of more retail

businesses, such as clothing stores, will help
bring people into the area. Industry percentages
can be found on page 65.
The existing stores should also be thinking of
the clientel they serve and want to bring in.
Current hours of operation may be limiting the
amount of business a store is getting.
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FACTORS
Employment-Population
Ratio is defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics as the ratio
of total civilian employment
to the civilian population.63
Gordon, in 2016, was
estimated to have a 66.4%
Employment-Population
Ratio.64

66.4% Employment - Population Ratio 2016

This ratio measures job
holders and tracks job
creation. In 2018, Nebraska’s
ratio was at 67.8%.65
Housing
Gordon’s housing stock sits
at 886 homes, while 109 of
them are currently vacant.66
Of those homes the median
cost is $64,500.67
72

12.3%
Vacancy Rate

Median Cost
$64,500
2017 Gordon Housing Stock: 886

FACTORS

Gordon Internet Speeds
No Service

Cable

100 Mbps / 10 sec

DSL

15 Mbps / 1 min 8 sec

100 Mbps / 10 sec

Fixed Wireless

Fiber

Internet service is critical for
almost any business anywhere
and it is very important for
the 20 to 40 age cohorts.
Quality, fast internet requires
two components speed and
latency.
A community should have at
least one provider that can offer
service speeds of 25mpbs and
less than or equal to 100ms
of latency - how much time it
takes for a signal to travel to its
destination and back.68
Gordon does not have any
providers which meets both
requirements and but there are
service that offers the FCC’s
benchmark of 25 mbps / 3
mbps.69
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FACTORS
Education is a major concern
for 20 to 40 age cohort,
especially those with families.
Gordon’s public school has a
12/1 student to teacher ratio
and an aggregate NSCAS test
score of 68.70

97.4

12/1

76%
Eng.

63%
Math

Gordon Public Education

66%
Sci.

95.9

Grocery

75

69.5

Cost of Living
91.4

Cost of Living:
BestPlaces.com takes into
account
housing
(30%),
food and groceries (15%),
transportation (10%), utilities
(6%), healthcare (7%), and
miscellaneous expenses such
as clothing, services, and
entertainment (31%) into cost
of living rank.71
Gordon’s cost of living ranks
at 75 (co. 77). Gordon is more
expensive than the State
74
average in grocery and health
costs.

Health
Housing
Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneaous

32.2 134.3

Post-Secondary Education

8%

Less than High School

44%

High School Degree

15%

Associate’s Degree

33%

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher

Enter Workforce

HOME

See Return Investment in
City’s Human Capital

FACTORS
Natural Amenities is a huge
migration factor. “Growth in
recreation retirement, and
information-based industries
has introduced many to
move to areas high in natural
amenities.”72

Shell Lake State Park

Gordon Golf Course

Gordon has 105.99 acres of
park land within city limits,
including the golf course,
which borders the community.
The parks offer things such
as sports fields, playgrounds,
hiking, swimming, frisbee golf,
and fishing.

Mari Sandoz Historical Marker

Access to Natural Amenities
0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

Within a 25-mile radius,
there are 13 different natural
amenities offered, hunting
having the most opportunities.
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Gordon’s Wayland Park sits
North of West 4th street and
just South of the High School.

N

This park is comprised of 17.5
acres. This park is where the
City pool is located. There
is also a tennis court, park
shelters, and disk golf.

W 5th St

ine

NP

Wayland Park

76

W Oak St

St

W 4th St

NATURAL AMENITIES

N

W 3rd St

Winship Park

N Main St

N Oak St

N Maple St

W 4th St

Gordon’s Winship Park is
located between North Oak
and North Maple street and
West 4th and 3rd streets. It is
just West of Main street.
This park is comprised of 4.25
acres. The park is home to
the Cowboy Museum along
with other amenities such as
playground, grill, and picnic
tables.
The annual Willow Tree
Fesitval is hosted at the park.
This festival is in recognition of
the lone willow tree in the area
which the first settlers came
across and chose to settle and
form Gordon.
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SUMMARY
Gordon’s total City Rank is a 3 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
• Access to Natural Amenities
• Acres of Parkland within the City
• Employment-Population Ratio
• Cost of Living
• Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
• Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
• Access to ‘Third Places’
• Acces to Arts and Cultural Amenities
• Internet Services in Town

78

Downtown Vacancy
Gordon has a decent number of businesses;
many of those located in or near the downtown
district. However, roughly 11 buildings along
the mainstreet corridor are sitting vacant. The
mainstreet is not only the center or heart of the
community, it is the first impression one has
of your community. Vacant buildings or even
occupied buildings which are deteriorating affect

how people see your community and how your
residents’ feel about their community.
Gordon could look at programs to decrease the
amount of vacant buildings in downtown and to
improve the aesthetic value of the community
(See page 200). These programs are things
such as:
• Facade Improvement Program
• Small Business Loans
• Tax Increment Financing
• Business Improvement District
Access To “Third Places”
There are many types of programs that are
categorized as ‘third places’. Areas in which
Gordon should focus is recreation - fitness
facilities, or a hunting club; entertainment theater, art gallery, music venue; it might also
look into hotels around the area. (See page
212) Gordon may benefit from a tourism or
occupancy tax on properties listed from a third
party company such as Air BnB.

Housing
The housing crisis has permeated all areas
of America and is seen most prevalent in
nonmetropolitan areas with an aging housing
stock in need of repair.73 Gordon is no exception
to this ever growing need. Access to affordable
housing is becoming ever more difficult. There
are various programs and initiatives that city
can do to address this issue and reduce the
residential vacancy in the community. (See
page 206)
• Workforce Housing LB 518
• Deconstruction Grant Program LB 180
• Community-Wide Clean Up
Arts and Cultural Amenities
Gordon has a great artist community and has
embraced events such as the Willow Tree
Festival, however, there is no dedicated space
for artist to display or sell their works. The
community would benefit from an art gallery and
even from an artist in residence program.

Natural Amenities
The Western parts of Nebraska showcase
breathtaking landscapes and natural amenities.
Gordon also has the advantage of having the
Cowboy Trail running directly through town. This
trail is not only a great amenity for Gordon’s
residents but also a way for the city to draw in
visitors.
Gordon has low access to these natural
amenities despite being surrounded by them.
The residents have voiced concerns with
Gordon’s lack of access. One proposal to
increase Gordon’s City Rank would be to create
better access to the wonderful amenity that is
the Cowboy Trial. (See page 212)
A larger awareness and greater access to the
trail could provide greater access to the founding
Willow Tree. Increased engagement in the
Willow Tree Festival will help increase access to
arts and cultural amenities as well.
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06
This section reviews the history,
current demographics, and
migratory rankings for the case
study community of Madison.
This city is located in Madison
county in the North 81 Region of
Nebraska.

Madison, NE

N

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community

0

0.5

Miles
1

Sources: Esri, USGS, NOAA
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HISTORY
Madison is located 16 miles South of Norfolk
and 30 miles north of Columbus. It sits along
Highway 81 in Madison County. The community
is apart of the RFI North 81 Region.
The town was founded in 1867, by Mitchell
Barnes and German families out of Wisconsin. 74
Sitting just East of the railroad, Madison formesa
linear settlement, parallel to the railroad. The
rail line helped the city become a main shipping
point between Columbus and Norfolk.75

Madison is a diverse community, and was a
recipient of the Doug Bereuter and leadership
Community Award.78 Along with a strong
agricultural base, the community has a large
manufacturing industry, medical center, and
correctional facility.
“Progress, Pride and Possibilities” is the
community motto, which can be seen in the
various businesses and activities within the
community.79

The town boomed, numerous businesses,
churches, and hotels sprung up; at one point
the town even had a college.76 Today, Madison
is home to two community schools, Madison
Public and Trinity Luthern school.
After a contested vote for the county-seat,
Madison came out the victor and still holds it
to this day, despite Norfolk having a population
almost 12 times greater.77
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DEMOGRAPHICS
2500

2250
2,438

2,388

2,367

2000
1,708

1,735

1,842

1,950

1,812
1,663

1500

1,513

2,381

2,135

1,595

1,479

500

250

1900

84

1910

1920

1930

1940

Madison Total Population Compared to 20 - 40 Age Cohort

1950

732
556

557

465
383

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

419

2010

2017

No Age Data for 2018

1000

Age Data Not Collected at City Level

1250

2018

Madison reached its peak population
at 2,438.80 In the age cohort 20 to 40,
Arapahoe is estimated to have 465, as of
2017, which is an increase from the 2010
population.81

80
75
70
65
60
55

The 2017 estimates show the largest
age percentage of females in Madison is
45 to 49 and under 5 for males, sitting
at around 115 and 137 respectively. The
smallest percentage age is 75 to 79 for
females and males.

45
92

51

40
46

86

35
42

30

40

131

25

46

65

20

97

The age cohort of Generation Y are those
born from 1981 - 2000 (20 - 39 years
old). They value individuality and look
for a diverse, fun, and an informal work
and living atmosphere. This generation
is techonolgy driven. GenY recruitment
is needed to replace the “75 million baby
boomers retiring [nationwide]”.82
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0
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0
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Madison Age Pyramid - 2017

30
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Of Madison’s total population
86% identify as White. Other
is the second highest at 10%.
Two or more races, American
Indian, and Black are also
percentages present in the
community.83
The city has 5 churches with
a large percentage of the
population being of Catholic
and United Methodist faith; with
a high number of Evangelical
Lutherns.84

86%

0.2%

0%

10%

0.3%

Am. Indian

Asian

Other

Two or More

0.3%
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Black

27,139
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1,000
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Estimate percentages for
2017 show Madison’s highest
industry was Health Services
at 19.4%.

INDUSTRY

0.7%
1.1%
1.2%
1.9%
3.1%
3.3%
3.4%

0.6%
0.6%
0.4%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting

19.4%

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extractions

Healthcare and
Social Assistance

3.4%
16.7%

3.5%
4.7%
6.9%

7.1%

12.4%
9.4%

Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management
Administration & Support, Waste Management
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Healthcare and Social Assistance
Food Service
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
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RURAL NETWORKS
Nonmetropolitan areas are not the same
agriculture-based, isolated communities that
they use to be. In today’s globally connected
society and with the advancement of technology
living and working in rural looks very different.
People may live in one community but, work in
another. They may access healthcare facilities
in yet another and even shop online to remote
destinations. “From a spatial perspective,
communities are areas or regions with multiple
places name villages, towns and cities.
Individual places are neighborhoods within
this area community with strong economic and
social interconnections.”85

88

In Madison, 40% of the community’s workforce
commutes outside of the city to work.86 The most
prevalent of those communities being Norfolk,
Newman Grove and Albion but, spans as far as
Lincoln. There is roughly 680 people which work
in the City of Madison, 23% of those people

are commuting into the community.87 According
to the Census Bureau’s 2017 commuting
statistics, Madison is sharing 61% of it’s working
population with the greater rural network.88
This rural network also connects health services
for communities in a given area. According to
the Nebraska Department of Health and Human
Services there is 1 healthcare facilities in
Madison, which is a part of the Elkhorn Logan
Valley Public Health District.89 They also have
an Assisted-Living facilities and a Nursing Home
facility, along with a local pharmacy.90
There are numerous other healthcare facilities
around the county of Madison, most consolidated
within the City of Norfolk.91

N

Norfolk

Madison
Tekamah

Battle Creek
Albion

Humphrey

Columbus

Grand Island

Lincoln

0

Miles
36

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap

Madison
Norfolk
Newman Grove
Albion
Battle Creek
Humphrey
Columbus
Grand Island
Lincoln
Stanton
contributors,
and
Other Locations

the

131
117
40
14
9
8
6
6
6
6
GIS
337

549
964
680
Total Jobs
user community
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COMMUNITY RANKINGS
The community is given a rank and then an
overall city score. The ranking system is on
a dichotomous scale.92 This means for those
factors that meet the baseline requirement a
rank of 1 is given; for those factors which do not
meet the baseline requirements a rank of 0 is
given.
The baseline requirements were determined
based on precedent literature, which is discussed
more thoroughly on page 22.

* Factor is very close to baseline, due to

margin of error this score may be different.
Factors with an asterisk (*) may be represented
as a 0 however, do to the statistical inaccuracy
this may not be an area which communities
should focus. Communities could engage in
bettering other migratory factors. This does not
negate the importance of those factors with
asterisks, they should still be analyzed regularly.
90

Madison’s total City Rank is a 8 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
•
•
•
•

Acres of Parkland within City limits
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
NSCAS Test Scores

FACTOR
Access to Natural Amenities

Employment - Population Ratio

BASELINE
ACTUAL RANK
Greater than or equal to 50 within a 25 mile Radius of 110
1
community
10 Acres per 100 residents (238.8)
71.1
0
acres
Greater than State Rate 67.8%
118.9% 1

Median Housing Costs

Less than or equal to $126,100

$85,100

1

Cost of Living

Less than or equal to 86

77

1

Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings Less than or equal to 2%

12%

0

Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown Corridor
Access to Healthcare

9.64%

0

Acres of Park Land within City Limits

Less than or equal to 8%

1

NSCAS Test Scores

1 or more Nebraska Department of Health and Human 1
Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city
Greater than or equal to 57
37

Access to ‘third places’

Greater than or equal to 50

72

1

Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities

Greater than or equal to 50

63

1

Internet Services in Town

Provider with 25 mpbs speeds and less than 100ms
2
1
latency
CITY OVERALL SCORE 8

0

91

CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWNTOWN DISTRICT

WEST ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION
Automotive
Construction
Government
Education
Entertainment
Financial / Insurance / Real Estate
Food Service
Healthcare
Information

Madison’s main street runs North - South just
South of Highway 32. The diagrams above
denote the building programming in this district.
Also shown are the hours of operation for the
businesses downtown - at least those that could
be found listed on a website or social media.

Professional Services
Recreation

92

Retail
Vacant
Other

The City is lacking in businesses which are open
past 6pm and open on the weekends.

There are 8 vacant buildings along the corridor.
Although, many of the buildings have updated
or renovated storefronts there are still a few
which have fallen into disrepair.

With the expansion of downtown residential
areas the need to have amenities, such as a
grocery store, within close proximity is crucial.
Industry percentages can be found on page 87.

The community could benefit from more retail
businesses, such as clothing stores. The
district would also benefit from recreation and
entertainment facilities.

The existing stores should also be thinking of
the clientel they serve and want to bring in. The
current hours of operation may be limiting the
amount of business a store is getting.
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FACTORS
Employment-Population
Ratio is defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics as the ratio
of total civilian employment
to the civilian population.93
Madison, in 2016, was
estimated to have a 118%
Employment-Population
Ratio.94

118% Employment - Population Ratio 2016

This ratio measures job
holders and tracks job
creation. In 2018, Nebraska’s
ratio was at 67.8%.95
Housing
Madison’s housing stock sits
at 853 homes, while 100 of
them are currently vacant.96
Of those homes the median
cost is $85,100.97
94

11.7%
Vacancy Rate

Median Cost
$85,100
2017 Madison Housing Stock: 853

FACTORS

Madison Internet Speeds
1,000 Mbps / 1 sec

Cable

100 Mbps / 10 sec

DSL

200 Mbps / 10 sec

Fixed Wireless

50 Mbps / 20 sec

Fiber

Internet service is critical for
almost any business anywhere
and it is very important for the
20 to 40 age cohorts. Quality,
fast internet requires two
components speed and latency.
A community should have at
least one provider that can offer
service speeds of 25mpbs and
less than or equal to 100ms
of latency - how much time it
takes for a signal to travel to its
destination and back.98
Madison has 2 providers which
meet both requirements and
many services that offer the
FCC’s benchmark of 25 mbps /
3 mbps.99
95

FACTORS
Education is a major concern
for 20 to 40 age cohort,
especially those with families.
Madison’s public school has
a 12/1 student to teacher ratio
and an aggregate NSCAS test
score of 37.100
Cost of Living
BestPlaces.com takes into
account
housing
(30%),
food and groceries (15%),
transportation (10%), utilities
(6%), healthcare (7%), and
miscellaneous expenses such
as clothing, services, and
entertainment (31%) into cost
of living rank.101

96

Madison’s cost of living ranks
at 77 (co. 86). Madison is
more expensive than the State
average in health costs.

94.7

97

12/1

31%
Eng.

28%
Math

Madison Public Education

Grocery

80

53%
Sci.
64.5

Health
Housing

Cost of Living
93.4

47.8

141.2

Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneaous

Post-Secondary Education

17%

Less than High School

34%

High School Degree

43%

Associate’s Degree

7%

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher

Enter Workforce

HOME

See Return Investment in
City’s Human Capital

FACTORS
Natural Amenities is a huge
migration factor. “Growth in
recreation retirement, and
information-based industries
has introduced many to
move to areas high in natural
amenities.”102

Oak Valley State WMA
Wood Duck State WMA

Madison has 109.33 acres
of park land within city limits,
including the golf course.
The parks offer amenities
such as, sports fields, courts,
playgrounds, swimming, and
hiking.
Maple Creek Recreation
Area

Access to Natural Amenities
1

0

0

1

2

1

0

1

0

2

2

8

1

3

2

2

1

0

Within a 25-mile radius,
there are 27 different natural
amenities offered, hunting
having the most opportunities.
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NATURAL AMENITIES

Along with playgrounds, and
park shelters the complex has
an RV park. The park is also
located next to the Madison
Country Club and golf course.

98

N 6th St

N Main St

This park consists of 24
acres. This is the main sports
complex park. Amenities such
as baseball and softball fields,
tennis and basketball courts,
sand volleyball, and a soccer
field are all located at Memorial
Park.

N

Memorial Park

N 5th St

N Main St

Madison’s Memorial Park is
located along the Main street. It
is between North 6th street and
West 4th street.

NATURAL AMENITIES

N

S Lincoln St

S Ingram St

W 8th St

Barnes Park

W 10th St

Madison’s Barnes Park is
located on the southern edge
of the city. It sits between West
8th street and West 10th and
South Lincoln street and South
Ingram.
The park consists of 5.5 acres
and is home to the City pool.
The park has a playground,
park shelter, and RV hookups.
A walking trail and arboretum
are also located at this park.
The arboretum was partially
funded by the Lower Elkhorn
Natural Resources District.
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SUMMARY
Madison’s total City Rank is a 8 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
• Acres of Parkland within City limits
• Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
• Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
• NSCAS Test Scores
Natural Amenities
The baseline for acres of parkland per resident
for Madison is 238.8 acres. The city needs
roughly 30% more parkland to receive a score
of one in this category. An extra 9.4 acres could
be added if Pasewalk City Park incorporated
amenities such as a playground, hiking, and
even disk golf.

100

With new housing development South of town a
new park could be located in this area. The land
which borders Highway 81, near the water tower
could be a decent spot for a rest stop. By adding
amenities like public restrooms, picnic tables or

a dog run it would provide the city with needed
parkland while increasing the community’s
visibility to traveller’s along the highway. (See
page 212)
Housing
This proposed area is also the perfect location
for a new park location given the existing housing
along Skyline Drive. New housing development
is essential in addressing residential vacancy
however, capturing existing property is also a
valuable tool. If Madison was to annex residential
property such as, to the South of the city, the
taxes on those properties could be used to help
spur new development. Examples of housing
projects can be referenced on page 206.

Downtown Vacancy
Madison has a decent number of businesses;
many of those located in or near the downtown
district. However, roughly seven (7) buildings
along the mainstreet corridor are sitting vacant.
The mainstreet is not only the center or heart of
the community, it is the first impression one has
of your community.
Vacant buildings or even occupied buildings
which are deteriorating affect how people see
your community and how your residents’ feel
about their community. Madison could look at
programs to decrease the amount of vacant
buildings in downtown and to improve the
aesthetic value of the community (See page
200). These programs are things such as:
• Facade Improvement Program
• Small Business Loans
• Tax Increment Financing
• Business Improvement District
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07
This section reviews the history,
current demographics, and
migratory rankings for the case
study community of Ord. This city
is located in Valley county in the
Sandhills Region of Nebraska.

Ord, NE

N

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community
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0.5

Miles
1
Sources: Esri, USGS, NOAA

HISTORY
Ord is located just 64 miles northwest of Grand
Island and sits between the Calamus and
Sherman Lakes of Nebraska. It is bordered by
the North Loup River to the East. The community
is apart of the RFI Sandhills Region.

The community has won numerous awards and
accolades such as being named “All Nebraska
Community” in 1981. The town has received the
Community Improvement Award 4 times. It is
also home to a “Blue Ribbon” high school.104

Ord’s namesake was General E.O.C. Ord
who was in charge of establishing the military
settlement, Fort Hartsuff, in Valley County.103

A new local brewery opened up in the
downtown, in 2013. In 2019, the city replaced
their 40 year old poolhouse with a new stateof-the-art swimming pool and splash pad.105 The
community also initiated the Synovation Valley
Leadership Academy. This 9-month program
gave Ord residents leadership training, education
on owning and operating a business, and being
creative and innovative.106 Ord public schools
have also made this program a requirement for
their eighth graders and an elective option for
high school students.107 It has become a big part
of the culture and success in the City of Ord.

Although, the rail line extended to Ord, it ran
along the Eastern edge beside the River. The
town took on a square-shaped settlement.,
around the county courthouse and central
greenspace.
Today, Ord’s downtown district is bordered by
Highway 11 to the North. With the industrial rail
line, running North - South through Ord, just two
blocks from the downtown district.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
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Ord reached its peak population at
2,658.108 In the age cohort 20 to 40, Ord is
estimated to have 700, as of 2017, which
is a decrease from the 2010 population.109

80
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65
60

The 2017 estimates show the largest
age percentage of females in Ord is 15
to 19 and under 5 for males, both sitting
at around 100. The smallest percentage
age is 75 to 79 for females and 65 to 69
for males.
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The age cohort of Generation Y are those
born from 1981 - 2000 (20 - 39 years
old). They value individuality and look
for a diverse, fun, and an informal work
and living atmosphere. This generation
is techonolgy driven. GenY recruitment
is needed to replace the “75 million baby
boomers retiring [nationwide]”.110
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Of Ord’s total population 98%
identify as White. Two or more
races, American Indian, and Black
are also percentages present in
the community.111
The city has 7 churches with a
large percentage of the population
being of United Methodist and
Catholic faith.112
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Estimate percentages for 2017
show Madison’s highest industry
was Health Services at 28%. The
City could benefit from adding jobs
in Management, or Administration
industries, which are estimated at
zero.113

98%

INDUSTRY

0.6%
0.6%
1.1%

0.4%
0.2%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extractions
Utilities

28%

Construction
Manufacturing

1.7%
2.2%
2.7%
3.5%
4.1%

Healthcare
And Social
Assistance

4.2%
4.3%
17.9%
5.6%
10%

Industry with 0% in 2017: Management; Administration & Support
Waste Management

Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management
Administration & Support, Waste Management
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Healthcare and Social Assistance
Food Service
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
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RURAL NETWORKS
Nonmetropolitan areas are not the same
agriculture-based, isolated communities that
they use to be. In today’s globally connected
society and with the advancement of technology
living and working in rural looks very different.
People may live in one community but, work in
another. They may access healthcare facilities
in yet another and even shop online to remote
destinations. “From a spatial perspective,
communities are areas or regions with multiple
places name villages, towns and cities.
Individual places are neighborhoods within
this area community with strong economic and
social interconnections.”114
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In Ord, 35% of the community’s workforce
commutes outside of the city to work.115 The most
prevalent of those communities being Arcadia,
Burwell and Grand Island but, spans as far as
North Platte. There is roughly 1,254 people which
work in the City of Ord, 48% of those people are

commuting into the community.116 According to
the Census Bureau’s 2017 commuting statistics,
Ord is gaining 17% of the working population
from the greater rural network.117
This rural network also connects health services
for communities in a given area. According to
the Nebraska Department of Health and Human
Services there is 2 healthcare facilities in Ord,
which is a part of the Loup Basin Public Health
District.118 They also have an Assisted-Living
facility and a Nursing Home facility, along with
a local pharmacy. The City also has access to
Hospice and a Home Health Agency (HHA).119
Ord has the largest healthcare services and
provides for the whole of Valley County.

N

Madison
Oxford
Edison
Ord

Arcadia

North Loup

Greeley

Elba

St. Paul
North Platte

Grand Island

Alma

0

Miles
36

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap

Ord
Arcadia
Burwell
Grand Island
North Loup
St. Paul
Greeley
North Platte
Elyria
contributors,
and
Kearney
Other Locations

the

499
48
31
31
30
13
11
10
9
GIS
9
563

755
544
1,254
Total Jobs

user community
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COMMUNITY RANKINGS
The community is given a rank and then an
overall city score. The ranking system is on a
dichotomous scale.120 This means for those
factors that meet the baseline requirement a
rank of 1 is given; for those factors which do not
meet the baseline requirements a rank of 0 is
given.
The baseline requirements were determined
based on precedint literature, which is discussed
more thoroughly on page 22.

* Factor is very close to baseline, due to

margin of error this score may be different.
Factors with an asterisk (*) may be represented
as a 0 however, do to the statistical inaccuracy
this may not be an area which communities
should focus. Communities could engage in
bettering other migratory factors. This does not
negate the importance of those factors with
asterisks, they should still be analyzed regularly.
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Ord’s total City Rank is a 7 out of 12. It received
a rank of 0 in the factors of:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to Natural Amenities
Acres of Parkland within City limits
Cost of Living
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
Access to ‘Third Places’

FACTOR
Access to Natural Amenities

Employment - Population Ratio

BASELINE
ACTUAL RANK
Greater than or equal to 50 within a 25 mile Radius of 48
0*
community
10 Acres per 100 residents (156.1)
89.5
0
acres
Greater than State Rate 67.8%
81.4%
1

Median Housing Costs

Less than or equal to $92,700

$82,800

1

Cost of Living

Less than or equal to 78

79

0*

Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings Less than or equal to 2%

12%

0

Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown Corridor
Access to Healthcare

6.75%

1

Acres of Park Land within City Limits

Less than or equal to 8%

1

NSCAS Test Scores

1 or more Nebraska Department of Health and Human 2
Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city
Greater than or equal to 57
61

Access to ‘third places’

Greater than or equal to 50

30

0

Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities

Greater than or equal to 50

55

1*

Internet Services in Town

Provider with 25 mpbs speeds and less than 100ms
1
1
latency
CITY OVERALL SCORE 7

1
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWNTOWN DISTRICT

NORTH ELEVATION

SOUTH ELEVATION
Automotive
Construction
Government
Education
Entertainment
Financial / Insurance / Real Estate
Food Service
Healthcare
Information

Ord’s downtown is a square just South of
Highway 70. The diagrams above denote the
building programming in this district. Also shown
are the hours of operation for the businesses
downtown - at least those that could be found
listed on a website or social media.

Professional Services
Recreation

114

Retail
Vacant
Other

The City is lacking in businesses which are open
past 6pm and open on the weekends.

EAST ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATION
There are 10 vacant buildings in the district.
Although, many of the buildings have updated
or renovated storefronts there are still a few
which have fallen into disrepair.
The community could benefit from more
restaurants,
coffeeshops,
and
evening
entertainment venues. The addition of more
retail businesses will help provide needed

amenities to the residents of the community.
Industry percentages can be found on page 109.
The existing stores should also be thinking of the
clientel they serve and want to bring in. Current
hours of operation may be limiting the amount
of business a store is getting. Also pushing for
online marketing will help get the word out about
the businesses in town.
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FACTORS
Employment-Population
Ratio is defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics as the ratio
of total civilian employment to
the civilian population.121 Ord,
in 2016, was estimated to
have a 81.4% EmploymentPopulation Ratio.122

81.4% Employment - Population Ratio 2016

This ratio measures job
holders and tracks job
creation. In 2018, Nebraska’s
ratio was at 67.8%.123
Housing
Ord’s housing stock sits at
1,205 homes, while 148 of
them are currently vacant.124
Of those homes the median
cost is $90,100.125
116

2.8%
Vacancy Rate

Median Cost
$90,100
2017 Ord Housing Stock: 1,205

FACTORS

Ord Internet Speeds
120 Mbps / 8 sec

Cable

24 Mbps / 42 sec

DSL

15 Mbps / 1 min 8 sec

120 Mbps / 8 sec

Fixed Wireless

Fiber

Internet service is critical for
almost any business anywhere
and it is very important for
the 20 to 40 age cohorts.
Quality, fast internet requires
two components speed and
latency.
A community should have at
least one provider that can offer
service speeds of 25mpbs and
less than or equal to 100ms
of latency - how much time it
takes for a signal to travel to its
destination and back.126
Ord has 1 provider which
meets both requirements and
2 services that offer the FCC’s
benchmark of 25 mbps / 3
mbps.127
117

FACTORS
Education is a major concern
for 20 to 40 age cohort,
especially those with families.
Ord’s public school has a 13/1
student to teacher ratio and an
aggregate NSCAS test score of
61.128
Cost of Living
BestPlaces.com takes into
account
housing
(30%),
food and groceries (15%),
transportation (10%), utilities
(6%), healthcare (7%), and
miscellaneous expenses such
as clothing, services, and
entertainment (31%) into cost
of living rank.129
Ord’s cost of living ranks at
77 (avg. 100). Ord is more
118 expensive than the State
average in health costs and
miscellaneous costs.

93.5

99.8

13/1

62%
Eng.

70%
Math

Ord Public Education

Grocery

77

66%
Sci.
60.7

Cost of Living

Health
Housing
139

Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneaous

93.6
41.3

Post-Secondary Education

13%

Less than High School

29%

High School Degree

58%

Associate’s Degree

1%

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher

Enter Workforce

HOME

See Return Investment in
City’s Human Capital

FACTORS
Natural Amenities is a huge
migration factor. “Growth in
recreation retirement, and
information-based industries
has introduced many to
move to areas high in natural
amenities.”130

North Loup
River Access Point

Fort Hartsuff

Ord has 71.96 acres of park
land within city limits, including
the golf course. The parks
offer things such as sports
fields, playgrounds, hiking,
swimming, frisbee golf, fishing,
and boating.

Access to Natural Amenities
0

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

0

1

2

2

0

1

2

1

0

0

Within a 25-mile radius,
there are 16 different natural
amenities offered, hunting,
hiking, fishing, and picnicking
having the most opportunities.
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Ord’s City Park is located
between O and P street and
South 17th and 18th street.

N

The park consists of 2.15 acres.
It has many playgrounds,
basketball courts, and a
skatepark.

S 18th St

S 17th St

O St

P St

Ord City Park

120

NATURAL AMENITIES

N

Dane Creek Rd

Bussell Park

N 27th St

N 24th St

G St

J St

Bussell Park is located
between Dane Creek Road and
J street with the Western edge
bordered by the golf course.
The park consists of 17 acres,
including the golf course. It is
home to the City pool, multiple
playgrounds, park shelters,
and RV hookups. Many sport
related amenities such as
basketball court, tennis courts,
sand volleyball, and disk golf
are also within this park.
The park includes Auble’s
Pond, which is a large pond for
fishing. Next to the pond also
stands a 150-foot flag pole with
30 by 60 U.S. flag.
121

NATURAL AMENITIES
North of Bussell Park, the
walking trail continues up past
the city cemetery. It sits between
Highway 11 and North 23rd St,
near the Lower Loup Natural
Resources District office.

Hadar Dr

N 23rd St

HWY 11

This area of walking trail
encompasses 10 acres of land.
It connects Bussell Park and
Auble’s Pond with the walking
trail, offering scenic views.

N

Ord Walking Path
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SUMMARY
Ord’s total City Rank is a 7 out of 12. It received
a rank of 0 in the factors of:
• Access to Natural Amenities
• Acres of Parkland within City limits
• Cost of Living
• Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
• Access to ‘Third Places’
Natural Amenities
The baseline for acres of parkland per resident
for Ord is 156.1 acres. The city needs roughly
57% more parkland to receive a score of one in
this category. A majority of existing parkland is
located in the Northern part of the city. Adding
parks in the Southern half of Ord could be the
city’s next steps. (See page 212)
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According to the data which could be found, Ord
does not have access to 50 or more amenities
within a 25-mile radius of the city. However,
this score has an astrek (*) which denotes the
score has a level of statistical error. Beautiful

landscape and obundance of natual amenities
are plentiful in the Central Nebraska region,
and the area along the North Loup River is no
different. What Ord and Valley county struggle
with is public, accessibile amenities. The
Anderson Island is an area which the city uses
immensily but is underutilized. This is evident is
the makeshift canoe/kayak lauch on the Eastern
edge of the River.
Housing
There are various programs and initiatives that
Ord can do to address and reduce the residential
vacancy in the community. Examples of housing
projects can be referenced on page 206.
• Workforce Housing LB 518
• Deconstruction Grant Program LB 180
• Community-Wide Clean Up
• Habitat for Humanity

Cost of Living
According to the Nebraska Department of Health
and Human Services Ord has 5 hospitals or
clinics within the City, however, high healthcare
costs are creating a cost of living which is
higher than the State. To recevie a rank in this
category the city could analyze the healthcare
and miscellaneous costs within the community.
Downtown Vacancy
Ord has a decent number of businesses; many
of those located in or near the downtown district.
However, roughly 9 buildings in the downtown
area that are sitting vacant. Almost an entire
block in the downtown square is full of vacant
buildings or those with no public programming.
The downtown is not only the center or heart
of the community, it is the first impression one
has of the community. Examples of downtown
revitalization projects can be referenced on
page 200.

Access To “Third Places”
The community has a very healthy and active
downtown district which extends past the
main square. However, the community lacks
nightlife and those ‘third place’ amenities. The
community has marketed itself fairly well and
has the potential to bring in these businesses.
However, due to the vacancy and deterioration
of many of the downtown buildings there is a
high start-up cost associated with opening a
business in Ord. The community could benefit
from a city or public owned business incubator
space. (See page 230)
Offering rental units at an affordable cost will
spur start-up businesses with the hope that
they will grow and either purchase the building
or expand and eventually move into another
downtown building.
125

08
This section reviews the history,
current demographics, and
migratory rankings for the case
study community of Pawnee City.
This city is located in Pawnee
county in the Southeast Region
of Nebraska.

Pawnee City, NE

N

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community

0

0.5

Miles
1

Sources: Esri, USGS, NOAA

A

HISTORY
Pawnee City is located just 15 miles North of the
Kansas border and 75 miles South of Lincoln.
The community is apart of the RFI Southeast
Region.
Established by a group of pioneers from Ohio
who formed a trading post and by 1855 the village
was selected as the county-seat.131 Pawnee City
sits just East of the railroad. It forms a linear
settlement, parallel to the railroad.
In 1881, the city experienced a massive fire
which burned down 26 buildings, two-thirds of
the businesses.132 The six block area was rebuild
as is now designated as a National Registered
Historic Place.133
Pawnee City is home to many well known
people such as David Butler, Nebraska’s first
state governor and the comedian, Dan Whitney
“Larry the Cable Guy”.134

A joint program between the Chamber of
Commerce and the Pawnee City Historical
Society was established in 1984 to promote
tourism. Pioneer Panorama is a 2-day event
where the Historical Society tranforms their
buildings into a “living pioneer village”.135
The community is filled with recreational
opportunities, shops, and services. It is a “unique
balance of young families, energetic business
people, active civic organizations, and retired
citizens.”136
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DEMOGRAPHICS
2500
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2000
1,610

1500

1,647
1,595

1,606

1,573

1,343

1250

1,267
1,969

500

250

1900

130

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

Pawnee City Total Population Compared to 20 - 40 Age Cohort

1,008

1,088

1,033
878

247

220

176

167
114

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

841

159

2017

No Age Data for 2018

1000

Age Data Not Collected at City Level

1,156

2018

Pawnee City reached its peak population
at 1,647.137 In the age cohort 20 to 40,
Pawnee City is estimated to have 159,
as of 2017, which is an increase from the
2010 population.138

80
75
70
65
60
55

The 2017 estimates show the largest age
percentage of females in Pawnee City is
55 to 59 and 50 to 54 for males, sitting
at 61 and 50 respectively. The smallest
percentage age is 20 to 24 for females
and males.

45
17

40

23

4

53

35

39
25

25

28

27

20

48

30
22

The age cohort of Generation Y are those
born from 1981 - 2000 (20 - 39 years
old). They value individuality and look
for a diverse, fun, and an informal work
and living atmosphere. This generation
is techonolgy driven. GenY recruitment
is needed to replace the “75 million baby
boomers retiring [nationwide]”.

50

15
10
5
0
110

60

30

0
Male

Pawnee City Age Pyramid - 2017

30

60

110

Female
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Of
Pawnee
City’s
total
population 93% identify as
White. Two or more races is
also a percentage present in
the community.139
The city has 5 churches with
a large percentage of the
population being of Catholic
faith.140
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Estimate percentages for 2017
show Pawnee City’s highest
industry was Health Services at
18.4%. The City could benefit
from adding jobs in Agriculture,
Construction, Real Estate,
Management,
Information,
and
Arts,
Entertainment,
and Recreation, which are
estimated at zero.141

93%

INDUSTRY

2.4%
0.3%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extractions

18.4%
2.9%
3.7%
3.7%
4.5%

Healthcare
and Social
Assistance

8.7%

12.9%

14.7%

13.7%

Industry with 0% in 2017: Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting;
Mining, Quarrying and Oil & Gas Extraction; Construction; Wholesale
Trade; Information; Real Estate, Renting and Leasing; Management;
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management
Administration & Support, Waste Management
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Healthcare and Social Assistance
Food Service
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
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RURAL NETWORKS
Nonmetropolitan areas are not the same
agriculture-based, isolated communities that
they use to be. In today’s globally connected
society and with the advancement of technology
living and working in rural looks very different.
People may live in one community but, work in
another. They may access healthcare facilities
in yet another and even shop online to remote
destinations. “From a spatial perspective,
communities are areas or regions with multiple
places name villages, towns and cities.
Individual places are neighborhoods within
this area community with strong economic and
social interconnections.”142

134

In Pawnee City, 27% of the community’s
workforce commutes outside of the city to work.143
The most prevalent of those communities being
Table Rock, Humboldt and Lincoln. There is
roughly 380 people which work in the City of
Pawnee, 29% of those people are commuting

into the community.144 According to the Census
Bureau’s 2017 commuting statistics, Pawnee
City is gaining 5% of the working population
from the greater rural network.145
This rural network also connects health services
for communities in a given area. According to
the Nebraska Department of Health and Human
Services there is 2 healthcare facilities in
Pawnee City, which is a part of the Southeast
Health District.146 They also have an AssistedLiving facility and a Nursing Home facility, along
with a local pharmacy.147
Pawnee City has the largest healthcare services
and provides for the whole of Pawnee County.148
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Other Locations
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COMMUNITY RANKINGS
The community is given a rank and then an
overall city score. The ranking system is on a
dichotomous scale.149 This means for those
factors that meet the baseline requirement a
rank of 1 is given; for those factors which do not
meet the baseline requirements a rank of 0 is
given.
The baseline requirements were determined
based on precedent literature, which is discussed
more thoroughly on page 22.

* Factor is very close to baseline, due to

margin of error this score may be different.
Factors with an asterisk (*) may be represented
as a 0 however, do to the statistical inaccuracy
this may not be an area which communities
should focus. Communities could engage in
bettering other migratory factors. This does not
negate the importance of those factors with
asterisks, they should still be analyzed regularly.
136

Pawnee City’s total City Rank is a 3 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acres of Park Land within City Limits
Employment - Population Ratio
Cost of Living
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
NSCAS Test Scores
Access to ‘third places’
Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
Internet Services in Town

FACTOR
Access to Natural Amenities

Employment - Population Ratio

BASELINE
ACTUAL RANK
Greater than or equal to 50 within a 25 mile Radius of 64
1
community
10 Acres per 100 residents (108.8)
17.41
0
acres
Greater than State Rate 67.8%
61.1%
0*

Median Housing Costs

Less than or equal to $71,100

$54,900

1

Cost of Living

Less than or equal to 77

73

0*

Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings Less than or equal to 2%

16.5%

0

Percentage of Retail in Downtown

Less than or equal to 8%

17.5%

0

Access to Healthcare

2

1

NSCAS Test Scores

1 or more Nebraska Department of Health and
Human Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city
Greater than or equal to 57

47

0

Access to ‘third places’

Greater than or equal to 50

11

0

Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities

Greater than or equal to 50

41

0

Internet Services in Town

Provider with 25 mpbs speeds and less than 100ms 0
0
latency
CITY OVERALL SCORE 3

Acres of Park Land within City Limits
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWNTOWN DISTRICTS

WEST ELEVATION - G STREET

EAST ELEVATION - G STREET
Automotive
Construction
Government
Education
Entertainment
Financial / Insurance / Real Estate
Food Service
Healthcare
Information
Professional Services
Recreation

138

Retail
Vacant
Other

Pawnee City’s downtown district is a hybrid of
town square and main street layout. Businesses
line up down G street and create a square
around the County Courthouse along F street
and 6th street. The diagrams above denote the
building programming in this district. Also shown
are the hours of operation for the businesses
downtown - at least those that could be found
listed on a website or social media.

WEST ELEVATION - F STREET

NORTH ELEVATION - 6th STREET
There are 7 vacant buildings along the corridor.
Although, many of the buildings have updated
or renovated storefronts there are still a few
which have fallen into disrepair.

more retail businesses, such as clothing stores,
or entertainment venues will help bring people
into the area. Industry percentages can be
found on page 133.

The community could benefit from more
restaurants and recreation. The downtown area
needs to draw in business which they may be
losing to other communities. The addition of

The existing stores should also be thinking of
the clientel they serve and want to bring in. The
current hours of operation may be limiting the
amount of business a store is getting.
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FACTORS
Employment-Population
Ratio is defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics as the ratio
of total civilian employment
to the civilian population.150
Pawnee City, in 2016, was
estimated to have a 61.1%
Employment-Population
Ratio.151

61.1% Employment - Population Ratio 2016

This ratio measures job
holders and tracks job
creation. In 2018, Nebraska’s
ratio was at 67.8%.152
Housing
Pawnee City’s housing stock
sits at 564 homes, while 93 of
them are currently vacant.153
Of those homes the median
cost is $54,900.154
140

16.5%
Vacancy Rate

Median Cost
$54,900

2017 Pawnee City Housing Stock: 564

FACTORS

Pawnee City Internet Speeds
940 Mbps / 1 sec

Cable

100 Mbps / 10 sec

DSL

20 Mbps / 20 sec

Fixed Wireless

100 Mbps / 10 sec

Fiber

Internet service is critical for
almost any business anywhere
and it is very important for
the 20 to 40 age cohorts.
Quality, fast internet requires
two components speed and
latency.
A community should have at
least one provider that can offer
service speeds of 25mpbs and
less than or equal to 100ms
of latency - how much time it
takes for a signal to travel to its
destination and back.155
Pawnee City does not have
any providers which meets
both requirements and multiple
services that offer the FCC’s
benchmark of 25 mbps / 3
mbps.156
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FACTORS
Education is a major concern
for 20 to 40 age cohort,
especially those with families.
Pawnee City’s public school
has a 12/1 student to teacher
ratio and an aggregate NSCAS
test score of 47.157
Cost of Living
BestPlaces.com takes into
account
housing
(30%),
food and groceries (15%),
transportation (10%), utilities
(6%), healthcare (7%), and
miscellaneous expenses such
as clothing, services, and
entertainment (31%) into cost
of living rank.158
Pawnee City’s cost of living
ranks at 75 (co. 77). Pawnee
City is more expensive than the
142
State average in utility costs
and miscellaneous costs.

93.1

99.2

11/1

37%
Eng.

47%
Math

Pawnee City Public Education

Grocery

73

56%
Sci.
68.3

Health
Housing

Cost of Living
101.3

27.4

124.7

Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneaous

Post-Secondary Education

54%

Less than High School

22%

High School Degree

16%

Associate’s Degree

9%

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher

Enter Workforce

HOME

See Return Investment in
City’s Human Capital

FACTORS
Natural Amenities is a huge
migration factor. “Growth in
recreation retirement, and
information-based industries
has introduced many to
move to areas high in natural
amenities.”159

Table Rock State WMA

Kirkman’s Cove
Recreation Area

Burchard State WMA

Pawnee City has 74.92 acres
of park land within city limits,
including the golf course. The
parks offer things such as
sports fields, playgrounds,
swimming, and fishing.

Iron Horse Trail Lake

Access to Natural Amenities
0

1

1

3

5

0

0

4

0

2

3

17

1

5

7

4

1

1

Within a 25-mile radius,
there are 55 different natural
amenities offered, hunting
having the most opportunities.
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Pawnee City’s North Park is
located between 13th and 14th
street and D and E street.
The park consists of 2.5 acres.
It is home to the City Pool, a
playground, and basketball
court.
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N
North Park

NATURAL AMENITIES

N

Pawnee City’s South Park is
located between E and G street
and spans from 1st street up to
4th street.
The park consists of 14.77
acres. Along with a playground
and park shelter there is also a
tennis court.

South Park
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Pawnee City’s Pawnderosa
Pond is located on the western
edge of the city. It’s entrance
is at the intersection of Spring
street and 3rd.
The area consists of 9 acres.
It is the main RV park for the
community and offers access to
fishing.
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Pawnderosa Pond

N

NATURAL AMENITIES

N
Prairie Hills Sports Complex

The Prairie Hill Sports Complex
is just West of Pawnee City. It
is located at the intersection
of 623 Ave and Dan Whitney
Drive.
The complex consists of
9.4 acres. Three fields and
outbuildings dot the complex,
which hosts many baseball
and softball games and even
some soccer games.
The complex is connected to
the city via a walking trail which
leads downtown.
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SUMMARY
Pawnee City’s total City Rank is a 3 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
• Acres of Park Land within City Limits
• Employment - Population Rate
• Cost of Living
• Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
• Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
• NSCAS Test Scores
• Access to ‘third places’
• Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
• Internet Services in Town
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Natural Amenities
The City lacks 91.4 acres in order for it to receive
a rank of 1 in this category. This lower acreage
is mainly due to Pawnderosa Park, the City Golf
Course, and The Praire Hills Sports Complex
not being within city limits. However, the City
has created a walking path which meanders
through town. This walkway could be improved
upon by connecting major areas of interest,

such as the Pawnee City Historical Society
campus, the hospital, and public school. This
path could also extend through South Park; this
is the largest of Pawnee’s parks yet the majority
of its programming is concentrated in one area.
Given the landscape it would be hard to add in
more amenities other than a walking trail or even
stationary outdoor workout machines along the
path. (See page 212)
Employment Rate
The city’s employment - population ratio and
cost of living are both rankings denoted with
asteriks; this means the data collected for this
ranking has a level of statistical error which
could cause it to actually reflect in a rank of 1.
These categories should be watched over time.
Access To “Third Places”
There are many types of programs that are
categorized as ‘third places’. Areas in which
Pawnee City could focus is recreation - fitness

facilities, entertainment - theater, art gallery,
music venue; it might also look at bringing in
more food service programming to downtown.
Projects on natural amenities can be found on
page 212; arts and cultural amenity projects are
on page 218.
Downtown Vacancy
Pawnee City has a decent number of
businesses; many of those located in or near
the downtown district. However, roughly 7
buildings in the downtown district are sitting
vacant. The mainstreet is not only the center or
heart of the community, it is the first impression
one has of the community. Vacant buildings or
even occupied buildings which are deteriorating
affect how people see the community and how
the residents’ feel about their community.
Pawnee could look at programs to decrease the
amount of vacant buildings in downtown. (See
page 200). These programs are things such as:

•
•
•
•

Facade Improvement Program
Small Business Loans
Tax Increment Financing
Business Improvement District

Housing
There are various programs and initiatives that
the city can do to address this issue and reduce
the residential vacancy in the community. (See
page 206)
• Workforce Housing LB 518
• Deconstruction Grant Program LB 180
• Community-Wide Clean Up
Internet
The City needs to look into drawing in more
service providers that can offer higher quality
internet service. By increasing accessibility of
internet and the quality of that service Pawnee
City will become a place that people want to live
in. This is crucial, not only in attracting 20 to 40
cohorts but for attracting businesses as well.
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09
This section reviews the history,
current demographics, and
migratory rankings for the case
study community of Superior.
This city is located in Nuckolls
county in the Tri-Cities Region of
Nebraska.

Superior, NE

N

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community
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1

Sources: Esri, USGS, NOAA
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HISTORY
Superior is located just North of the Kansas
border and 85 miles South of Grand Island.
Superior lies North of the Republican River. The
community is apart of the RFI Tri-Cities Region.
William Loudon, planted roots in the area of
the Republican River Valley. This 21 year old,
helped get the town platted in 1875 and named
it Superior “for the fine quality of the land.”160
Loudon pushed for the Burlington Railroad to
extend a connection through the town and it was
built in 1880.161 By 1887, Superior had grown to
become a “city of the second class” forming a
linear settlement, perpendicular to the railroad.162
The line was named “Strong City line”.163
The city was growing so much it became the
smallest city in America with a professional minor
league baseball team - Superior Senators. The
famous pitcher Jim Kaat started his career on
that team.164

Superior has become know as the “Victorian
Capital of Nebraska” and it hosts an annual
Victorian Festival to showcase the downtown,
which is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, along with the many victorian
houses.165
Most well-known figure head of Superior was
Evelene Broadstone who married Baron William
Vestey of London.166 She became the highest
paid women executive in the 1920s.167 Both
the Broadstones and Vesteys invested in the
community of Superior. Although Lady vesty
died in London her ashes were sent back to
Superior making her the only British nobility to
be buried in Nebraska.168
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DEMOGRAPHICS
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Superior reached its peak population
at 3,227.169 In the age cohort 20 to 40,
Superior is estimated to have 273, as of
2017, which is a decrease from the 2010
population.170

80
75
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65
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55

The 2017 estimates show the largest age
percentage of females in Pawnee City is
75 to 79 and 55 to 59 for males, sitting
at 100 and 96 respectively. The smallest
percentage age is 50 to 54 for females
and 20 to 24 for males.
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The age cohort of Generation Y are those
born from 1981 - 2000 (20 - 39 years
old). They value individuality and look
for a diverse, fun, and an informal work
and living atmosphere. This generation
is techonolgy driven. GenY recruitment
is needed to replace the “75 million baby
boomers retiring [nationwide]”.171
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Of Superior’s total population
96% identify as White. Asian
is the second highest at 3%.
Two or more races is also
a percentage present in the
community.172
The city has 12 churches with
a large percentage of the
population being of Catholic
and
Evangelical
Luthern
173
faith.
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Estimate percentages for
2017 show Superior’s highest
industry was Health Services at
36.2%. The City could benefit
from adding jobs in Agriculture
and utilities industry which are
estimated at zero.174

96%

INDUSTRY

1.1%
1.8%

0.6%
0.1%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extractions

36.2%

2.8%
3.2%
3.7%

Healthcare and
Social
Assistance

5.6%
5.7%

7%

7.3%
15.8%
8.4%

Industry with 0% in 2017: Agiculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting;
Mining, Quarrying and Oil & Gas Extraction; Utilities

Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management
Administration & Support, Waste Management
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Healthcare and Social Assistance
Food Service
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
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RURAL NETWORKS
Nonmetropolitan areas are not the same
agriculture-based, isolated communities that
they use to be. In today’s globally connected
society and with the advancement of technology
living and working in rural looks very different.
People may live in one community but, work in
another. They may access healthcare facilities
in yet another and even shop online to remote
destinations. “From a spatial perspective,
communities are areas or regions with multiple
places name villages, towns and cities.
Individual places are neighborhoods within
this area community with strong economic and
social interconnections.”175
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In Superior, 25% of the community’s workforce
commutes outside of the city to work.176 The
most prevalent of those communities being
Hastings, Nelson and Lincoln but, spans as far
as Kearney. There is roughly 985 people which
work in the City of Superior, 27% of those people

are commuting into the community.177 According
to the Census Bureau’s 2017 commuting
statistics, Superior is gaining 5% of the working
population from the greater rural network.178
This rural network also connects health services
for communities in a given area. According to
the Nebraska Department of Health and Human
Services there is 2 healthcare facilities in
Superior, which is a part of the South Heartland
Health District.179 They also have 2 AssistedLiving facilities and one Nursing Home facility,
along with a local pharmacy.180
There is 1 other rural clinic located in Nelson.181

N
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COMMUNITY RANKINGS
The community is given a rank and then an
overall city score. The ranking system is on a
dichotomous scale.182 This means for those
factors that meet the baseline requirement a
rank of 1 is given; for those factors which do not
meet the baseline requirements a rank of 0 is
given.
The baseline requirements were determined
based on precedent literature, which is discussed
more thoroughly on page 22.

* Factor is very close to baseline, due to

margin of error this score may be different.
Factors with an asterisk (*) may be represented
as a 0 however, do to the statistical inaccuracy
this may not be an area which communities
should focus. Communities could engage in
bettering other migratory factors. This does not
negate the importance of those factors with
asterisks, they should still be analyzed regularly.
160

Superior’s total City Rank is a 7 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to Natural Amenities
Acres of Parkland within City limits
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
NSCAS Test Scores
Internet Services

FACTOR
Access to Natural Amenities
Acres of Park Land within City Limits

BASELINE
Greater than or equal to 50 within a 25 mile Radius
of community
10 Acres per 100 residents (192.2)

Employment - Population Ratio

ACTUAL RANK
39
0
0

Greater than State Rate 67.8%

56.27
acres
81.8%

Median Housing Costs

Less than or equal to $62,300

$54,100

1

Cost of Living

Less than or equal to 74

73

1*

Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings

Less than or equal to 2%

17%

0

Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown Corridor
Access to Healthcare

Less than or equal to 8%

4%

1

2

1

NSCAS Test Scores

1 or more Nebraska Department of Health and
Human Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city
Greater than or equal to 57

48

0

Access to ‘third places’

Greater than or equal to 50

55

1*

Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities

Greater than or equal to 50

52

1*

Internet Services in Town

Provider with 25 mpbs speeds and less than 100ms 0
0
latency
CITY OVERALL SCORE 7

1
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWNTOWN DISTRICT

WEST ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION
Automotive
Construction
Government
Education
Entertainment
Financial / Insurance / Real Estate
Food Service
Healthcare
Information
Professional Services
Recreation

162

Retail
Vacant
Other

Superior’s main street runs North - South just
North of Highway 14. The diagrams above
denote the building programming in this district.
Also shown are the hours of operation for the
businesses downtown - at least those that could
be found listed on a website or social media.

There are 5 vacant buildings along the corridor.
With the City’s recent revitalization efforts many
of the buildings have new storefronts, along with
new sidewalks and street lights.

and online sales. The addition of more retail
businesses, such as clothing stores, will help
bring people into the area. Industry percentages
can be found on page 157.

The community could benefit from more
restaurants, bars, or a tap house brewery. The
downtown area needs to draw in business
which they may be losing to other communities

The existing stores should also be thinking of
the clientel they serve and want to bring in. The
current hours of operation may be limiting the
amount of business a store is getting.
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FACTORS
Employment-Population
Ratio is defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics as the ratio
of total civilian employment
to the civilian population.183
Pawnee City, in 2016, was
estimated to have a 81.8%
Employment-Population
Ratio.184

81.8% Employment - Population Ratio 2016

This ratio measures job
holders and tracks job
creation. In 2018, Nebraska’s
ratio was at 67.8%.185
Housing
Superior’s housing stock sits
at 1,110 homes, while 189 of
them are currently vacant.186
Of those homes the median
cost is $54,100.187
164

17%
Vacancy Rate

Median Cost
$54,100
2017 Superior Housing Stock: 1,110

FACTORS

Superior Internet Speeds
250 Mbps / 4 sec

Cable

100 Mbps / 10 sec

DSL

20 Mbps / 20 sec

Fixed Wireless

1,000 Mbps / 1 sec

Fiber

Internet service is critical for
almost any business anywhere
and it is very important for
the 20 to 40 age cohorts.
Quality, fast internet requires
two components speed and
latency.
A community should have at
least one provider that can offer
service speeds of 25mpbs and
less than or equal to 100ms
of latency - how much time it
takes for a signal to travel to its
destination and back.188
Superior does not have any
providers which meets both
requirements and multiple
services that offer the FCC’s
benchmark of 25 mbps / 3
mbps.189
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FACTORS
Education is a major concern
for 20 to 40 age cohort,
especially those with families.
Superior’s public school has
a 12/1 student to teacher ratio
and an aggregate NSCAS test
score of 48.190
Cost of Living
BestPlaces.com takes into
account
housing
(30%),
food and groceries (15%),
transportation (10%), utilities
(6%), healthcare (7%), and
miscellaneous expenses such
as clothing, services, and
entertainment (31%) into cost
of living rank.191
Superior’s cost of living ranks
at 73 (co. 74). Superior is
more expensive than the State
166
average in health costs.

95.1

98.6

12/1

42%
Eng.

36%
Math

Superior Public Education

Grocery

74

65%
Sci.
74.7

Health
Housing

Cost of Living
96.1

21.6

141.3

Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneaous

Post-Secondary Education

26%

Less than High School

32%

High School Degree

36%

Associate’s Degree

5%

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher

Enter Workforce

HOME

See Return Investment in
City’s Human Capital

FACTORS
Natural Amenities is a huge
migration factor. “Growth in
recreation
retirement,
and
information-based
industries
has
introduced
many
to
move to areas high in natural
amenities.”192

Superior Golf Course

Liberty Cove State
Recreation Area

Superior has 34.94 acres of
park land within city limits, not
including the golf course. The
parks offer things such as,
playgrounds, sport fields, courts,
fishing, swimming, and disk golf.

Lovewell Lake Reservoir

Access to Natural Amenities
0

1

1

2

3

0

0

2

1

1

0

5

0

2

1

3

1

1

Within a 25-mile radius, there
are 25 different natural amenities
offered, hunting having the most
opportunities.
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Superior City Park is located in
the Northeast part of the city. It
sits along Highway 14 (Bloom
St) between East 7th and 6th
street.

At the center of the park stands
a statue to the fallen soldiers
and sailors accompanied by
three flag posts.
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Superior City Park

E 6th St

N Marvin St

E 7th St

HWY 14

The park consists of 2.3
acres. This park is home to
the City Pool and the Nuckolls
County Museum. It has many
playgrounds, a park shelter,
basketball court, baseball field,
and an amphitheater.

N

NATURAL AMENITIES

Wildcat Dr

N

Lincoln Park

W 4th St

HWY 14

Lincoln Park is located on the
Southwestern edge of town
next to the High School. It is
just off Highway 14 with West
4th and Wildcat Drive running
through it.
This park is Superior’s largest
park consisting of 32.64 acres.
This is the main campground
and RV park. It includes
amenities such as disk golf,
basketball
courts,
tennis
courts, sand volleyball, many
playgrounds, and shelters. The
park also has a fishing pond
and dog run.
Many of the schools facilities
such as baseball and softball
fields, along with the track are
utilized by the park patrons.
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SUMMARY
Superior’s total City Rank is a 7 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
• Access to Natural Amenities
• Acres of Parkland within City limits
• Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
• NSCAS Test Scores
• Internet Services
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Natural Amenities
The baseline for acres of parkland per resident
for Superior is 192.2 acres. The city needs
roughly 30% more parkland to receive a score
of one in this category. This is much lower than
most communities because the city’s golf course
is not located within the city limits or adacent to
the city. Superior has many park amenities but
a majority of them are located in one location,
Lincoln Park, which is by the school and shares
the amenities. However, incorporating a park in
the southern part of town could spur growth and
development on the other side of the railroad.
There is also a lot of new development in the

Northeastern part of the City and could soon
benefit from the addition of another park. The
City is currently looking into creating a City-wide
trail system. (See page 212) When looking into
a trail system the community should take into
account future growth and the need for new
park systems. Creating a trail which will lead to
future housing development and parkland will
prepare the community for that growth and give
a guideline for the supporting amenity growth.
Housing
Access to affordable housing is becoming ever
more difficult. There are various programs and
initiatives that Superior can do to address this
issue and reduce the residential vacancy in the
community. The community would also benefit
from move-in ready, median-income housing.
(See page 206)
• Workforce Housing LB 518
• Deconstruction Grant Program LB 180
• Community-Wide Clean Up

10
This section reviews the history,
current demographics, and
migratory rankings for the case
study community of Tekamah.
This city is located in Burt county
in the Northeast Region of
Nebraska.

Tekamah, NE

N

Esri, HERE, Garmin, (c) OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community
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Sources: Esri, USGS, NOAA

HISTORY
The only Tekamah in the United States resides
in Nebraska’s northeastern region. It’s located
just 10 miles west of the Missouri River and sits
between the two major metropolitan areas of
Omaha and Sioux City, IA. The community is
apart of the RFI Northeast Region.

The town began to form as a linear settlement,
which was reinforced upon the completion of
the Chicago & North Western railroad line from
Omaha.195 Although, this line was discontinued
in 1979, after 100 years in service the town still
expanded.

Some say the name means “Big Cottonwood” for
the abundance of trees within the area. However,
others believe it to mean “Flat Wasters” or even
“Bloody Battle Field”.193 The name was selected
by chance, being drawn out of a hat filled with
eight other name suggestions. If any of the men
knew the origin of the name and its meaning
none wrote it down.194

Today,
Tekamah’s
downtown
district
encompasses four blocks running North to
South along Highway 75 and is intersected by
Highway 32.

With the passing of the Kansas-Nebraska Act,
Burt County was established and subsequently
Tekamah was established as the countyseat.
Tekamah was settled along the hillside to the
West and the faltlands which stretched to the
Missouri River on the East.

The town is home to many famous government
officials but is most notably home to the rodeo
champion and early cowboy actor, Edmund
Richard “Hoot” Gibson.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
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Tekamah reached its peak population
at 1,892.196 In the age cohort 20 to 40,
Tekamah is estimated to have 251, as of
2017, which is a decrease from the 2010
population.197
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The 2017 estimates show the largest age
percentage of females in Tekamah is 15
to 19 and 25 to 29 for males, both sitting
at around 100 people. The smallest
percentage age is 10 to 14 for females
and males.
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The age cohort of Generation Y are
those born from 1981 - 2000 (20 - 39
years old). They value individuality and
look for a diverse, fun, and informal work
and living atmosphere. This generation
is techonolgy driven. GenY recruitment
is needed to replace the “75 million baby
boomers retiring [nationwide]”.198
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Of Tekamah’s total population
98% identify as White.
American Indian and Black are
also percentages present in
the community.199
The city has 6 churches
with a large percentage of
the population being United
Methodist and Catholic faith.200
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Estimate percentages for
2017
show
Tekamah’s
highest industry was Public
Administration
at
18.4%.
The City could benefit from
adding jobs in Management,
Administration,
and
Arts,
Entertainment and Recreation
industries which are estimated
at zero.201

INDUSTRY

1.1%
1.3%
2.4%
2.4%
2.4%
4.1%

1.1%
0.4%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extractions
Utilities

18.4%

Public Administration

4.9%
18.4%

5.3%

7.5%

13.9%
16.3%

Industry with 0% in 2017: Mining, Quarrying and Oil & Gas Extraction;
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing; Management; Administration &
Support Waste Management; Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management
Administration & Support, Waste Management
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Healthcare and Social Assistance
Food Service
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
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RURAL NETWORKS
Nonmetropolitan areas are not the same
agriculture-based, isolated communities that
they use to be. In today’s globally connected
society and with the advancement of technology
living and working in rural looks very different.
People may live in one community but, work in
another. They may access healthcare facilities
in yet another and even shop online to remote
destinations. “From a spatial perspective,
communities are areas or regions with multiple
places name villages, towns and cities.
Individual places are neighborhoods within
this area community with strong economic and
social interconnections.”202
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In Tekamah, 35% of the community’s workforce
commutes outside of the city to work.203 The
most prevalent of those communities being
Lyons, Oakland and Blair but, spans as far as
Lincoln. There is roughly 533 people which work
in the City of Tekamah, 19% of those people are

commuting into the community.204 According to
the Census Bureau’s 2017 commuting statistics,
Tekamah is sharing
50% of its’ working
population with the greater rural network.205
This rural network also connects health services
for communities in a given area. According
to the Nebraska Department of Health and
Human Services there is 1 healthcare facility in
Tekamah, which is a part of the Elkhorn Logan
Valley Public Health District.206 They also have
an Assisted-Living facility and one Nursing
Home facility, along with a local pharmacy.207
There are 5 other hospital/rural clinics around
the county of Burt.208
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COMMUNITY RANKINGS
The community is given a rank and then an
overall city score. The ranking system is on a
dichotomous scale.209 This means for those
factors that meet the baseline requirement a
rank of 1 is given; for those factors which do not
meet the baseline requirements a rank of 0 is
given.
The baseline requirements were determined
based on precedent literature, which is discussed
more thoroughly on page 22.

* Factor is very close to baseline, due to

margin of error this score may be different.
Factors with an asterisk (*) may be represented
as a 0 however, do to the statistical inaccuracy
this may not be an area which communities
should focus. Communities could engage in
bettering other migratory factors. This does not
negate the importance of those factors with
asterisks, they should still be analyzed regularly.
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Tekamah’s total City Rank is a 4 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to Natural Amenities
Employment-Population Ratio
Cost of Living
Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
Access to ‘Third Places’
Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
Internet Services in Town

FACTOR
Access to Natural Amenities

Employment - Population Ratio

BASELINE
ACTUAL RANK
Greater than or equal to 50 within a 25 mile Radius of 49
0*
community
10 Acres per 100 residents (176.7)
203.9
1
acres
Greater than State Rate 67.8%
36.5%
0

Median Housing Costs

Less than or equal to $91,600

$90,300

1

Cost of Living

Less than or equal to 80

87

0

Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings Less than or equal to 2%

12%

0

Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown Corridor
Access to Healthcare

Less than or equal to 8%

11.1%

0

1

1

NSCAS Test Scores

1 or more Nebraska Department of Health and
Human Resources hospital/clinic(s) within a city
Greater than or equal to 57

82

1

Access to ‘third places’

Greater than or equal to 50

40

0

Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities

Greater than or equal to 50

48

0*

Internet Services in Town

Provider with 25 mpbs speeds and less than 100ms 0
0
latency
CITY OVERALL SCORE 4

Acres of Park Land within City Limits
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWNTOWN DISTRICT

WEST ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION
Automotive
Construction
Government
Education
Entertainment
Financial / Insurance / Real Estate
Food Service
Healthcare
Information
Professional Services
Recreation
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Retail
Vacant
Other

Tekamah’s main street runs North - South along
Highway 75. The diagrams above denote the
building programming in this district. Also shown
are the hours of operation for the businesses
downtown - at least those that could be found
listed on a website or social media.

The City is lacking in entertainment and
destination places in downtown.
There are 8 vacant buildings along the corridor.
Many of those vacant buildings and others
have fallen into disrepair and have deteriorating
storefronts. The community should invest in
Facade Improvement Programs.

The community could benefit from more
restaurants, recreation-based or entertainment
facilities. The downtown area needs to draw
in business which they may be losing to other
communities and the metropolitan areas. The
addition of more retail businesses, such as
clothing stores, will help bring people into the
area. Industry percentages can be found on
page 179.
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FACTORS
Employment-Population
Ratio is defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics as the ratio
of total civilian employment
to the civilian population.210
Pawnee City, in 2016, was
estimated to have a 36.5%
Employment-Population
Ratio.211

36.5% Employment - Population Ratio 2016

This ratio measures job
holders and tracks job
creation. In 2018, Nebraska’s
ratio was at 67.8%.212
Housing
Tekamah’s housing stock sits
at 879 homes, while 108 of
them are currently vacant.213
Of those homes the median
cost is $90,300.214
186

8.06%
Vacancy Rate

Median Cost
$90,300
2017 Tekamah Housing Stock: 879

FACTORS

Tekamah Internet Speeds
1,000 Mbps / 1 sec

Cable

20 Mbps / 51 sec

15 Mbps / 1 min 8 sec

50 Mbps / 20 sec

DSL

Fixed Wireless

Fiber

Internet service is critical for
almost any business anywhere
and it is very important for
the 20 to 40 age cohorts.
Quality, fast internet requires
two components speed and
latency.
A community should have at
least one provider that can offer
service speeds of 25mpbs and
less than or equal to 100ms
of latency - how much time it
takes for a signal to travel to its
destination and back.215
Tekamah does not have any
providers which meets both
requirements,
however
2
services do offer the FCC’s
benchmark of 25 mbps / 3
mbps.216
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FACTORS
Education is a major concern
for 20 to 40 age cohort,
especially those with families.
Tekamah’s public school has
a 10/1 student to teacher ratio
and an aggregate NSCAS test
score of 82.217
Cost of Living
BestPlaces.com takes into
account
housing
(30%),
food and groceries (15%),
transportation (10%), utilities
(6%), healthcare (7%), and
miscellaneous expenses such
as clothing, services, and
entertainment (31%) into cost
of living rank.218

96

10/1

45%
Eng.

45%
Math

43%
Sci.

71.1

Tekamah Public Education

94.6

81

Cost of Living

131.8

Grocery
Health
Housing
Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneaous

101.7
50.1

Post-Secondary Education

38%

Less than High School

41%

High School Degree

13%

Associate’s Degree

8%

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher

Enter Workforce

HOME
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Tekamah’s cost of living ranks
at 81 (avg. 100). Tekamah is
more expensive than the State
average in utility costs.

See Return Investment in
City’s Human Capital

FACTORS

Pheasant Bonanza
Hunt Club

Natural Amenities is a huge
migration factor. “Growth in
recreation retirement, and
information-based industries
has introduced many to
move to areas high in natural
amenities.”219

Pelican Point State Park

Silverhills Winery

Tekamah has 203.52 acres
of park land within city limits,
including the golf course.
The parks offer things such
as sports fields, playgrounds,
swimming, golf, and RV
parking.

Cottonwood Winery

Summit Lake State Park

Access to Natural Amenities
1

2

2

3

3

0

0

3

0

2

3

9

0

4

6

2

1

0

Within a 25-mile radius,
there are 41 different natural
amenities offered, hunting
having the most opportunities.
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Fireman’s Park is located on
the western edge of the city, on
North 17th St between P and Q
street.

N

The park consists of 2.8 acres.
This park is managed by the
volunteer fire department in
Tekamah. They host yearly
pancake feeds and other events
at this park as fundraisers.
The park has a playground and
park shelter. It is also next to
one of the City’s RV parks.

Q St

Ce

m

et

er

N 17th St

Fireman’s Park

yR

d
P St
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P St

NATURAL AMENITIES

N
D St

S 14th St

Sarah Wilcox Memorial Park

The Sarah Wilcox Memorial
Park is located on the southern
edge of the city. The Park
runs along South 14th street
between C and D street.
The park consists of 0.8 acres.
Along with a playground and
basketball court, a memorial
bench and flower garden reside
in the park.
It is a small park but provides
the residents in the southern
part of the city access to natural
amenities, which are easily
accessible by walking.

C St
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NATURAL AMENITIES
Tekamah’s North Park is located
on the most northern part of
the city, just north of S street
between 11th and 12th street.

N

The park consists of 24.4
acres. It is the main sports
complex for the city. The Legion
Basball field, and 3 other
baseball and softball fields are
accompanied by a park shelter
and playground.
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N 12th St

North Park
S St

N 11th St

RV hook ups and parking are
also located in the park. Along
with a small shed used for field
maintenance and concession
stand.

NATURAL AMENITIES

N

North Park

Tekamah’s South Park is
located adjacent to the North
Park between 11th and 10th
street. It spans from R street
down to P street.

R St

N 10th St

N 11th St

The park consists of 10.24
acres and is home to the City
Pool. The park also has many
playgrounds, a park shelter,
basketball and tennis courts,
and horseshoe pits.
Across the street is the little
league baseball fields and the
high school football lockers
and showers.

P St
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NATURAL AMENITIES

The pollinator Garden was
designed by Kathleen Cue, a
Nebraska Extension Educator.
This small public park includes
a walking path, benches, and
signage identifying over 2,000
plants.
The garden was meant to be an
educational space as well as
a habitat for migrating insects
and birds, such as the monarch
butterfly.
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N
Hwy 75

The Tekamah Pollinator Garden
is located along the Eastern edge
of Highway 75 and is bordered
to the North by G street. To the
South is the Midwest Plaindealer
Publishing building.

Pollinator Garden
G St

SUMMARY
Tekamah’s total City Rank is a 4 out of 12. It
received a rank of 0 in the factors of:
• Access to Natural Amenities
• Employment-Population Ratio
• Cost of Living
• Percentage of Vacant Residential Buildings
• Percentage of Commercial Vacancy in
Downtown District
• Access to ‘Third Places’
• Access to Arts and Cultural Amenities
• Internet Services in Town
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Natural Amenities
Tekamah is one of the few rural communities
which offers over the baseline of parkland. The
community has access to many parks however,
they are lacking in amenities. The North Park is
the cities main sports complex but it is also the
largest park in the community. This park could
be offering more amenities. With the large green
space it is the perfect set up for disk golf in the
space could enhance the space. (See page 212)

Cost of Living
The cities utility costs are more expensive than
the State average. This may be due to many
contributing factors but the community would
benefit greatly from an infrastructure restoration.
(See page 236).
Housing
The community’s most prevalent needs are mutlifamily or apartment housing, elderly housing,
and starter homes. There are various programs
and initiatives that Tekamah can do to address
this issue and reduce the residential vacancy
in the community. The city also has many two
-storey buildings along mainstreet which could
be renovated into residential apartments. (See
page 206)
• Workforce Housing LB 518
• Deconstruction Grant Program LB 180
• Community-Wide Clean Up
• Three Rivers Housing Development Corp.

Downtown Vacancy
Vacant buildings or even occupied buildings
which are deteriorating affect how people see
your community and how your residents’ feel
about their community. Tekamah might look into
programs designed to decrease the amount of
vacant buildings in downtown and to improve
the aesthetic value of the community (See page
200). These programs are things such as:
• Facade Improvement Program
• Small Business Loans
• Tax Increment Financing
• Business Improvement District
Tekamah has a decent number of businesses;
however many of those are not located in or
near the downtown district. Roughly 8 buildings
along the mainstreet corridor are sitting vacant.
The mainstreet is not only the center or heart
of the community, it is the first impression
one has of your community. However, due to
the vacancy and deterioration of many of the

downtown buildings there is a high start-up
cost associated with opening a business along
Tekamah’s mainstreet. The community could
benefit from a city or public owned business
incubator space. (See page 230) Offering rental
units at an affordable cost will spur start-up
businesses; with either the hope that they will
grow and either purchase the building or expand
and eventually move into another downtown
building.
Arts and Cultural Amenities
With Tekamah’s proximity to metropolitan centers
they are the optimal location for creating an artist
community. Small things such as artwork across
the community or larger projects like creating a
gallery for local artist to showcase and sell their
artwork. The city has a big museum presence
and they could expand that engagement by
setting up an Artist in Residence Program. (See
page 218)
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11
This section lists precedent
projects throughout Nebraska
and the Midwestern states. The
list includes various types of
projects which describe specific
circumstances, funding sources,
and providing points of contacts
on these projects.

PRECEDENT PROJECTS

DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION
Location: Scribner, Nebraska
County: Dodge
Population 2010: 856
Population 2017: 821
Date of Project: 2009 - 2011

N

Project Lead: City of Scribner
Investors: Nebraska Public Power District; Scribner
Economic Development Group
Firm/Company:
Miller & Associates Consulting Engineers
info@miller-engineers.com | 308-234-6456

Contacts:
Kathy Lodl,
Scribner Economic Development Coordinator
econdev@scribner-ne.com | (402) 699 - 3414

Elmer Armstrong,
200

City Administrator / Clerk
(402) 664 - 3101

0

Miles
© OpenStreetMap
(and)
0.5
1
contributors, CC-BY-SA

SCRIBNER DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION

DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION
The City of Scribner was looking to rid the
downtown corridor of accessibility hazards and
increase the aesthetic value of the area.
Phase One included a comprehensive downtown
master plan, a business survey - which resulted
in a façade improvement program, implementing
ADA compliant sidewalks, and upgrading
infrastructure.
Phase Two implemented elements from the
downtown master plan, repaired the storm
sewer, and incorporated LED street lights.
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Total costs for the project was around $700,000.
The diagram below breaks down the multiple
sources of revenue funding and donations that
were gathered to facilitate this project.
Scribner’s downtown accessibility increased
immensely which helped to improve business
profitability. The new signage out near the
highway also helped to increase awareness of
the communities downtown district. The overall
City branding and marketing has strengthened
the economy within the downtown district which
gave the community something to take pride in
again.

50%

32%

28%

5%

4%

$350,000

$225,000

$198,100

$33,500

$25,000

CDBG Downtown
Revitalization Fund

USDA REAP
Grant

Matching Funds City

Matching Funds Local businesses

Joint Opportunity Building
Success Program FHL Bank of Topeka

$700,000
Total Project Costs

SCRIBNER DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION
The updated look and aesthetic of the sidewalks,
lighting, and storefronts helped to create a
welcoming environment.
Lessons Learned from the Project:
This project would not have succeeded if the
city had not utilized multiple funding sources.
Many renovation and restoration projects cost
a lot of money, which a community, especially
the size of Scribner, can not afford on its own
or through one funding source. Maximize
project outcomes by combining multiple grants;
check out websites like Grants.gov for various
applications and funding mechanisms.
Any project which tackles ADA accessibility
within a community is a great asset especially
to an aging community. Providing accessibility
to all also formulates this idea of diversity and
inclusion. The more diverse and inclusive a
community is the more likely younger people will

want to stay in the community and that others
will want to move there.

“[It was a] long and grueling process,
but once the project was finished
residents had nothing but,
positive things to say about the
downtown revitalization project.”
- Former Mayor, Steve Swanson
News Sources:

https://opportunity.nebraska.gov/scribner-downtownrevitalized-with-changes-made-to-roads-lights-andbuildings/
https://fremonttribune.com/news/local/work-continueson-scribner-improvements/article_e3010f30-b47c-11e096d9-001cc4c03286.html
https://journalstar.com/news/state-and-regional/
nebraska/scribner-residents-happy-after-k-revitalization/
article_a9af4f76-54ba-5cab-897e-5ba5323d3f07.html
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DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION
PROJECT

LOCATION

CONTACTS

Facade Improvement Plan

Minden, NE

Matthew Cederburg; City Administrator
info@mindennebraska.org | (308) 832-1820

McCook Historic Downtown

McCook, NE

Andy Long; Executive Director Economic Development
Corporation | (308) 345-1200

Central Business District

Cozad, NE

Jen McKeone; Executive Director Economic Development
Corporation | jen.cdc@cozadtel.net | (308) 784-8006

Albion Downtown Revitalization

Albion, NE

administrator@cityofalbion-ne.com | (402) 395-2428

Facade Improvement Project

Malvern, IA

City Clerk | (712) 624 - 8282

Downtown Business Rehabilitation Grundy Center, IA City Clerk | (319) 825 - 6471
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Downtown Facade Master Plan

Woodbine, IA

Deb Sprecker, Executive Director | woodbinemainstreet@
windstream.net | (712) 647 - 3434

Mainstreet Improvements

Canistota, SD

City Clerk | (605) 296 - 3551

PROJECT LIST
POPULATION 2010 POPULATION 2017 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

FUNDING SOURCES

2.916

2,973

$34,500

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

7,699

7,540

$470,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

3,986

3,815

$500,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

1,661

1,613

$1,700,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

1,149

1,099

$1,000,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

2,707

2,686

$1,500,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

1,482

1,409

$900,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

654

624

$1,779,133

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds
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HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
Location: Schuyler, Nebraska
County: Colfax
Population 2010: 6,227
Population 2017: 6,212
Date of Project: 2019
Project Lead: Mesner Devlopment Co. and Progressive
Builders of Wayne, NE
Firm/Company:
Perry Reed Construction

N

402-488-1666

Contacts:
Brian Bywater,
Schuyler Community Development, Inc. |
Community Housing Specialist |
schuylerdevelopment@yahoo.com | 402-615-3653

Eastview Apartments
206

Leasing Office | 402-369-9351
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2
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SCHUYLER EASTVIEW APARTMENTS

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
The city had plenty of job opportunities however,
the city lacked quality places for workers to
live. The City of Schuyler had not seen any
housing development in over 20 years. In order
to attract and maintain working populations
they needed to construct new apartments. The
groups of Mesner Development Corporation
and Progressive Builders of Wayne, Nebraska
joined together to form Eastview Apartments
LLC. Within months of opening nearly all the
apartments had been filled.

30%

208

9%

35%

$810,000

$250,000

$950,000

LB 518 from DED

USDA NIFA Grant

Matching Funds Schuyler Community
Development Inc.

5%
$150,000

Matching Funds City (LB840)

With the increase in population working and
living in the community would boost the local
economy and increase civic engagement.
The new apartment development created 24
units ranging from one to three bedroom layouts.
Three floors of rental units range $700 - $1,150
cost per month. This market-rate housing
development helped to provide a needed amenity
to those medium to high income workers around
the area. The developers were trying to address
the housing concerns commonly referred to as
the “missing middle”.

9%
$251,000

Donations Cargill, Pinnacle Bank,
Homestead Bank

11%
$300,000

Matching Funds Schuyler Dept.
of Utilities

$2.75 mil
Total Project Costs

SCHUYLER EASTVIEW APARTMENTS
Lessons Learned from the Project:
A project such as a market-rate housing
development must rely on donations and input
from other organizations and groups to facilite,
as they lack the opportunities to certain federal
funding sources when they are not considered
low-income. Identify those organizations or
groups that would benefit from a project such
as this: schools, major employers, contractors,
building materials outlets, banks, realtors,
insurance agents.

“People who live there, spend money
in Schuyler, which helps with sales tax
revenue, people send
their kids to schools here and are
involved in the community.”
- Brian Bywater

News Sources:
https://www.newschannelnebraska.com/
story/41218518/schuyler-unveils-first-newapartments-in-more-than-20-years
https://kticradio.com/regional-news/lieutenantgovernor-foley-schuyler-residents-celebratelandmark-workforce-housing-achievementschuylers-eastview-apartments-utilize-fundingfrom-lb-518/
https://columbustelegram.com/community/
eastview-making-progress-on-fillingapartments/article_6fdfab91-d2e8-5745-a36717dda5d3e717.html
https://columbustelegram.com/community/
schuyler/new-apartment-complex-in-the-finalstages/article_1b855e96-2726-5b80-a9219f7ff731235e.html
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HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
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PROJECT

LOCATION

CONTACTS

Workforce Housing Infill Project

Wakefield, NE

Wayne Community Housing Development Corporation |
wchdc@wayneworks.org

Oconto Housing Rehabilitation

Oconto, NE

Rick Zubrod; DED Rep | rzubrod@neded.org |
(402) 471-3762

Housing Development 27 Lots

Laurel, NE

Christine Rasmussen; Economic Development Coordinator |
laureled@abbnebraska.com

Owner-Occupied Housing Rehab

Hebron, NE

Jana Tietjen; City Clerk | jana.cityorhebron@outlook.com |
(402) 200-0151

Gap Financing Housing Rehab

Osage, KS

Kansas Housing Resources Corporation | (785) 217-2001

LMI Housing

Greenleaf, KS

City Clerk | (785) 747 - 2858

Housing Demolition

Scotland, SD

City Clerk | scotcity@gwtc.net | (605) 583 - 2320

Housing Demolition

Burke, SD

City Clerk | (605) 775 - 2913

Blight Property Removal

Fort Pierre, SD

Fort Pierre Economic Development Corp. |
fpdc@fortpierre.com | (605) 223 - 7603

PROJECT LIST
POPULATION 2010 POPULATION 2017 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

FUNDING SOURCES

1,451

1,395

$960,000

LB518 Rural Workforce Housing Fund; Nebraska Investment Finance
Authority

150

146

$400,000

Community Development Block Grant; Donations

960

927

1,581

1,511

$260,757

Community Development Block Grant

3,622

3,574

$85,000

Kansas Housing Corporation

331

310

$310,750

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds

840

816

$170,395

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds

604

588

$7,500

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds

2,097

2,138

$169,092

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds

Community Development Block Grant
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RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Location: Valparaiso, Nebraska
County: Saunders
Population 2010: 570
Population 2017: 544
Date of Project: 1996
Project Lead: Lower Platte South Natural Resources Dist’
Investors: City of Valpraiso; City of Brainard
Contacts:
Dan Schulz,

N

Resources Coordinator, Lower Platte South NRD
dschulz@lpsnrd.org | (402) 476 - 2729

Mark Sander,
Saunders Zoning Administrator
gborreson@co.saunders.ne.us | (402) 442 - 8123
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OAK CREEK TRAIL

RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Oak Creek Trail is a 13 mile long trail connecting
the two rural communities of Valparaiso and
Brainard, and runs through Loma. This trail was
part of the rails-to-trails initiative; the trail was a
former Union Pacific Railroad line.
The trailhead, at the intersection of State Route
79 and West 3rd street, in Valparaiso is a pointto-point trail ending one mile South of Brainard.
The trail is laid with crushed limestone which
offers the perfect route for hiking and biking.
An Equestrian trail also runs parallel to the Oak
Creek Trail.
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19%

7%

$125,000

$50,000

Nebraska Trails Foundation
& Great Plains Trail Network
Donations

CDBG
Grant

The trail location offers a peaceful and beautiful
route through prairie landscapes, open farmland,
and woodlands. It even runs through the tiny
village of Loma. At the halfway mark, a rest-stop
sits just off the path near the St. Luke Czech
Catholic Shrine - the center of the community.
Along the trail is also the infamous Loma Tavern.
Newly remodeled in 2015 this restaurant offers
food and drinks to weary trail travelers.
Construction of the project was a contentious
venture. Many landowners held negative
sentiments toward the trail.

54%

23%

$350,000

$150,000

Federal Highway
Enhancement Funds

Lower Platte South
NRD

$646,000
Total Project Costs

OAK CREEK TRAIL
Lessons Learned from the Project:

News Sources:

To reduce the negative sentiments and volitile
atmosphere, especially in a project which is
created by aquiring personal property, there
must be an open forum or a means for people to
voice their opinions and concerns. Also set up
advisory committees to aid in the process and
engage the community.

https://www.onlyinyourstate.com/nebraska/
hike-restaurant-ne/

“My experience has taught me time
passed can change attitudes, alleviate
the fears of strangers and speculation of
the bad things that never materialized.”
- Dan Schulz, Lower Platte South, NRD

https://www.lpsnrd.org/oak-creek-trail
https://www.nrdnet.org/rec-area/oak-creek-trail
https://headwaterseconomics.org/wp-content/
uploads/Trail_Study_5-nebraska-rural-trails.pdf
https://www.traillink.com/trail/oak-creek-trail/
https://www.alltrails.com/trail/us/nebraska/oakcreek-trail/photos
https://www.americantrails.org/resources/oakcreek-national-recreation-trail-nebraska
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RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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PROJECT

LOCATION

CONTACTS

Lake Helen Restoration

Gothenburg, NE

City of Gothenburg | (308) 537 - 3608

City Pool Renovation

Creighton, NE

lnelsoncreighon@gmail.com | (402) 358 - 3557

City Pool Renovation

Clyde, KS

clydeks@nckcn.com | (785) 446 - 3300

Boyd-Powers Sports Complex

Hill City, KS

(785) 421 - 3438

Swamp Rabbit Trail

Travelers Rest, SC econdev@greenvillesc.gov | (864) 467 - 4401

OZsome Big Game Hunts

Burlington, KS

(620) 364 - 6907 | ozsomebiggamehunts@gmail.com

Turkey River Walk

Elkader, IA

Jennifer Cowsert, City Administrator |
elkaderadmin@alpinecom.net

Community Center

Abbotsford, WI

City Hall | (713) 233 - 3444

Community & Wellness Center

De Smet, SD

City Clerk | (605) 854 - 3731

Community Center

Red Cloud, NE

Community Center | (402) 746 - 2215

Dark Island Trail

Central City, NE

darkislandtrail@gpcom.net | (308) 986 - 2522

PROJECT LIST
POPULATION 2010 POPULATION 2017 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

FUNDING SOURCES

3,569

3,472

$1,777,699

1,150

1,102

Unknown

NDEQ Section 319 Funds; Section 319 Match Funds; NGPC - Aquatic
Habitat Funds; Nebraska Environmental Trust; Central Platte NRD
LB840; Donations

1,478

671

Unknown

USDA Water and Waste Mangement Loan

1,478

1,417

Unknown

Unknown

4,613

5,108

$4,500,000

Donations, Recreational Trails Program Fund; Newman’s Own Grant

2,667

2,551

Unknown

Unknown

1,274

1,226

$250,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds

2,314

2,260

$500,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds

1,087

1,064

$2,087,783

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds

1,018

925

$888,960

USDA - Rural Development; Nebraska DED;Local Matching Funds

2,935

2,913

$10,000

Peter Kiewit Grant; Donations
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ARTS, CULTURE, AND ENTERTAINMENT
Location: Red Cloud, Nebraska
County: Webster
Population 2010: 1,018
Population 2017: 925
Date of Project: 2011

N

Project Lead: Willa Cather Foundation
Investors:
Firm/Company:
BVH Architects
Lincoln Office: (402) 475 - 4551

Contacts:
Ashley Olson,
Executive Director
aolson@willacather.org | (402) 746 - 2653

National Willa Cather Center,
(866) 731 - 7304
218

Miles
© OpenStreetMap
(and)
0
0.5
1
contributors, CC-BY-SA

WILLA CATHER CENTER

ARTS, CULTURE, AND ENTERTAINMENT
The Willa Cather Foundation has made the
historic Opera House in Red Cloud its home for
many years. When structural deterioration to the
neighboring buildings began to jeopardize their
facility the Foundation took action.
In 2001, the Willa Cather Foundation, and the
City of Red Cloud, formulated a long-range plan
to restore, preserve, and repurpose the historic
Moon Block while removing architectural barriers
to the Opera House.
The Moon Block was a historic section along
the communities main street, that was built in
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27%

4%

$1.8 mil

$300,000

Peter Kiewit Foundation
Challenge Grant

CDBG Grant

6%
$415,000

Save America’s
Treasures Grant

1887. The block had been listed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1982. The site
use to be the location of many shops and local
businesses. The WCF and the City of Red
Cloud envisioned a restored multi-use facility
comprised of a museum, an archive, research
center, classrooms, bookstore, art gallery, and
performing arts center. Upper storey apartments
were also renovated along with storefront rental
units.
This renovated block now provided the WCF
with 20,000 sq ft of space and draws in 2,500
additional visitors per year into Red Cloud.

62%
$4.2 mil

Donations from
over 170 partners

$6.7 mil
Total Project Costs

WILLA CATHER CENTER
Lessons Learned from the Project:
By increasing the amount of space within the
museum it allowed the Foundation to spread out
and showcase more of the wonderful artifacts
and remanents of Historic Red Cloud and of
Willa Cather’s life. Expantion of the museum will
allow for more unexpected guests and tourist.
The Foundation was also able to gain a source
of revenue by renting and leasing some of their
newly renovated spaces which helped to boost
the communities local economy.

News Sources:

“This will be the base of our operations
[new Willa Cather Foundation] and the
place where people can get a grounding
when they first come to town and then
go out on tour to the various historic
sites that we have”
- Tom Gallagher, Board President

https://bvh.com/work/preservation-adaptivereuse/moon-block-building/

https://www.willacather.org/visit/national-willacather-center
https://www.willacather.org/location/red-cloudopera-house
https://www.willacather.org/hundreds-attendnational-willa-cather-center-groundbreaking

https://opportunity.nebraska.gov/cdbgprogram-helps-red-cloud-pursue-economicopportunities/
http://netnebraska.org/article/news/1080131/
national-willa-cather-center-will-continuelegacy-prolific-nebraska-writer
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ARTS, CULTURE, AND ENTERTAINMENT
PROJECT

LOCATION

CONTACTS

Tiffany Theatre

Broken Bow, NE

manager@tiffanytheater.com

Carnegie Arts Center

Alliance, NE

art@carnegieartscenter.com | (308) 762 - 4571

Art Farm Nebraska

Marquette, NE

af@artfarmnebraska.org | (402) 854 - 3120

“Rainbow Staircase” Cash & Boardman Mural

Eureka Springs, AK cityclerk@cityofeurekasprings.org | (479) 253 - 9703

Field of Choice Mural

Curtis, NE

mcrawford@unl.edu | (308) 367 - 5231

Fab Lab Expansion at
Independence, KS info@fablabicc.org | (620) 332 - 5499
Independence Community College
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Rolling Rez Arts

Kyle, SD

(605) 348 - 0234 | bryan@firstpeoplesfund.org

Thedford Art Gallery

Thedford, NE

Art Gallery (308) 645 - 2436

Ritz Theater

Stafford, KS

Ritz Theater | (620) 234 - 5011

PROJECT LIST
POPULATION 2010 POPULATION 2017 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

FUNDING SOURCES

3,550

3,546

$410,000

SBA Express Loan; 7(a) Loan Recovery Act for Renovations

8,464

8,164

Unknown

Unknown

229

232

Unknown

Unknown

2,083

2,074

$1,000

Donations, Volunteering

940

891

Unknown

Unknown

9,462

8,729

$700,000

Donations, Economic Development Administration, matching funds

846

791

Unknown

196

221

Unknown

ArtPlace America, The Bush Foundation, Northwest Area Foundation,
and USDA Rural Development; The Ford Foundation
Unknown

1,041

968

$45,000

City Funds
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AGROTOURISM
Location: Diller, Nebraska
County: Jefferson
Population 2010: 259
Population 2017: 253
Date of Project: 2017
Project Lead: Pretzer Family Farms
Investors: Pretzer Family
Contacts:
Rock Creek Shrimp,

N

rockcreekshrimp@gmail.com | (402) 793 - 5553
Miles
© OpenStreetMap
(and)
0 contributors,
0.5
1
CC-BY-SA
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ROCK CREEK FARMS

AGROTOURISM
Pretzer family hog farm was looking to enter
into the quickly growing market of aquaculture.
The first of its kind in Nebraska, the Rock Creek
Aquiculture business converted an old hog barn
into a shrimp farm.
With decreasing crop prices and increasing
property taxes finding new ways to bring in
income has given way to innovative tactics.
Suprisingly, throughout all of the Midwestern
land-locked states these Aquaculture farms are
popping up.

The Pretzers outsource from the shrimp from
Florida; they are then flown in to Lincoln and
picked up one day after leaving Florida. The
Pretzer Family Farms raises nearly 33,000
White Pacific Shrimp in eight 14 foot vinyl
covered tanks (3,500 shrimp per tank). After 5
months the shrimp are ready to be harvested.
The farm sells shrimp by the pound on site or at
market and host tours weekly.
The Pretzers are proud that the shrimp they
raise is antibiotic-free and fed a specialized feed
which includes fish meal and soybean plant
proteins.

50%
$------

Bank Loan

226

$100,000
Total Project Costs

ROCK CREEK FARMS
Lessons Learned from the Project:

News Sources:

Starting up a project like this without a rural
development department or which has an
active tourism department can be challenging.
However, the Pretzer’s are a testiment to hard
work and resiliency one can accomplish anything
they set their mind to.

https://www.tsln.com/
news/%EF%BB%BF%EF%BB%BFrock-creekaquaculture-farm/

“They are harvested by the pound;
between 20 and 22 shrimp weigh a
pound. That’s a pretty
good sized shrimp.”
- Scott Pretzer

http://buylocalnebraska.org/online-food-guide/
rock-creek-aquaculture
https://journalstar.com/business/agriculture/
nebraska-farmers-raising-a-novel-livestockshrimp/article_8893ea14-b79c-56f8-92697c981462b256.html
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AGROTOURISM

228

PROJECT

LOCATION

CONTACTS

Carolyn’s Country Cousins Pumpkin Patch

Libert, MO

Shatto Milk Company

Osborn, MO

info@carolynscountrycousins.com | https://carolynscountrycousins.com/
contact-us/
(816) 930 - 3862 | office@shattomilk.com

Green Dirt Farm

Weston, MO

(816) 386 - 2156 | info@greendirtfarm.com

Crystal Creek Ranch

Eminence, MO

(573) 226 - 2222 | info@CrystalCreekRanch.org

Peters Market

Waverly, MO

(660) 493 - 2368 | petersmkt@hotmail.com

Delp Christmas Tree Farm

Saint John, KS

(620) 549 - 3273 | delptreefarm@delptreefarm.com

Shiloh Vineyard & Winery

WaKeenery, KS

(785) 743 - 2152 | shilohvineyard@gmail.com

PROJECT LIST
POPULATION 2010 POPULATION 2017 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

FUNDING SOURCES

29,266

31,507

Unknown

Unknown

423

411

Unknown

Unknown

1,808

1,785

Unknown

Unknown

599

584

Unknown

Unknown

849

836

Unknown

Unknown

1,292

1,200

Unknown

Unknown

1,865

1,770

Unknown

Unknown
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Location: Cody, Nebraska
County: Cherry
Population 2010: 153
Population 2017: 156
Date of Project: 2013
Project Lead: Cody-Kilgore High School
Investors:
Contacts:
Adam Lambert,

N

Cody-Kilgore HS Superintendent
alambert@cody-kilgore.com

Tracee Ford,
Cody-Kilgore HS Teacher
tracford@cody-kilgore.com
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Cody Circle C Market,
(402) 823 - 4099

0

© OpenStreetMapMiles
(and)
0.5
1
contributors, CC-BY-SA

CIRCLE C MARKET - BUSINESS INCUBATOR

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Cody needed to draw people into their tiny
community and a local economic boost was just
what was needed. Cody-Kilore High School’s
Future Farmers of America group was looking
into a project. They settled on a grocery store,
which the community lacked and its’ closest was
80 miles round trip.
The whole town rallied behind the idea and the
Straw Bale Business Incubator project began.
This project was designed and is operated by
students. The environmentally-friendly, straw
insulated building includes classrooms and
a rental unit, which the grocery store will be
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28%

37%

$75,000

$95,000

American Reinvestment
and Recovery Act

USDA RBEG
Grant

housed and the potential for other businesses
to occupy the space.
This project not only provides residents with
a needed amenity, but also establishes 10 to
15 new employment opportunities. Along with
the numerous educational benefits by allowing
students to manage every aspect of the store it
keeps dollars local.
This program “gives students a sense of
ownership of their town and community, and
teaches important leadership and employment
principles.”

13%
$32,500

Sherwood Foundation

19%
$50,000

Cody-Kilgore
Public Schools
Fundraising

$260,000
Total Project Costs

CIRCLE C MARKET - BUSINESS INCUBATOR
Lessons Learned from the Project:
To conduct a successful project, planning and
analyzing all logistics is crucial. Knowing the
how, who, what, and whens of a project must be
throught through thouroughly before applying
for grants.
Grant funding is an important piece to the
equation and it takes a lot of time and dedication
to put together a good proposal. Be wary of
requirements of each grant as they may vary
and potentially cost you more in the long run.
When a project, which deal with construction or
refurbishment of buildings it is best to consult
contractors, engineers, and architects to ensure
your proposal is efficient and safe.

“If I ever want to run a business, I know
what to put on the shelves. How to
put it on the shelves. How to finance.

How to get grants, and marketing and
advertising.” – Lizzy Hooper, CodyKilgore High school Student
News Sources:
https://www.usda.gov/media/blog/2013/01/11/
entrepreneurship-helps-engage-youthnebraska-through-building-straw-bale
http://www.circlecmarket.com/our-beginning.
html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CininAZ_
N3k
https://iloveps.org/films/cowboy-grit-inspires-acommunity
http://netnebraska.org/article/news/1007576/
circle-c-tiny-cody-calls-itself-more-store-andheres-why
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

234

PROJECT

LOCATION

CONTACTS

The Forge

Jefferson, IA

cjeff@netins.net | (515) 386 - 3111

Casey City Hall

Casey, IA

cityofcasey@netins.net | (641) 746 - 3315

QA Lab Renovation (3 buildings)

Coon Rapids, IA

growCoonRapids@gmail.com | (712) 999 - GROW

421 Main Renovation

Slater, IA

Jannifer Davies, City Clerk | cityofslater@huxcomm.net

Dental Access Project - Rawlins
County Health Clinic

Atwood, KS

sdozbaba@rchc.us | (785) 626 - 3211

Community Rebuilding

Pilger, NE

Village Clerk | pilger@cableone.net | (402) 396-3563

Brehmer Manufacturin Expansion

Lyons, NE

Brehmer Manufacturing | (888) 687-2655

Walthill Firestation

Walthill, NE

Walthill City Clerk | (402) 846-5921

Royal Engineered Composites
Expansion
City Clinic

Minden, NE

Matthew Cederburg city Administrator info@
mindennebraska.org (308) 832 1820
Anita Holan, Economic Development Director |
economicdev@midstatesd.net | (605) 730 - 3237

Kimball, SD

PROJECT LIST
POPULATION 2010 POPULATION 2017 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

FUNDING SOURCES

4,354

4,150

$1,800,000

LB518 Rural Workforce Housing Fund; Nebraska Investment Finance
Authority

425

401

$1,200,000

NDEQ-Section 319; NGPC Aquatic funds; Nebraska Environmental
Trust; Central Platte Natural Resources District

1,305

1,264

$25,000

Local Municipal Sales Tax (LB840)

1,490

1,268

$250,000

City Loan; Brownfield Grant for Phase 1 Environmental Study &
Asbestors Testing; Brownfield Grant for Asbestors Removal; Derelict
Building Grant thru IDNR for renovations

1,202

1,194

Unknown

Community Catalyst Grant - Iowa Economic Development Authority;
Iowa Wet Foundation Grant

353

365

$5,600,000 (baseline)

848

805

$825,000

780

796

$534,000

2,916

2,973

$2,600,000

FEMA; (other funds donated and raised this amount only reflects
Federal Assistance cost)
Community Development Block Grant; Loan from First National Bank
Northeast of Lyons
Local donations; CharterWest Bank of Walthill donation; Community
Development Block Grant
Community Development Block Grant

702

682

$795,500

Community Development Block Grant; Local Matching Funds
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Location: Alma, NE
County: Harlan
Population 2010: 1,133
Population 2017: 1,150
Date of Project: 2012
Project Lead: City of Alma
Contacts:
Harlan County Highway Department

N

(308) 928-9800

Tim Burgeson,
Highway/Weed Superintendent
(308) 920-0397

Jessica Miller,
City Clerk
(308) 928-2242
cityclk@almacity.com
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0

0.5

Miles
© OpenStreetMap (and)
1
2
contributors, CC-BY-SA

ALMA STREET REPAIR

INFRASTRUCTURE
Alma was in need of newly paved residential
streets, specifically South Street, which was the
most travelled residential street in the city. This
street runs along the Harlan County Lake and
surrounding park. The project was completed
in only 3 months allowing it to increase access
quickly for a total of 1,129 people - 584 of
whom where low-to-moderate income persons
(51.73% LMI)

The project was funded in part by the Nebraska
Department of Economic Development (DED)
Public Works program under the Community
Development Black Grant. This program allows
communities to conduct various improvement
projects, including replacing streets, sidewalks,
building community centers, and many other
possibilities.

The improvement project included repaving
streets, driveway repavement, 10 curb inlets, 4
junction manholes, and concrete removal.
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40%

60%

$350,000

$528,525

CDBG
Grant

General Obligation
Funds

$878,525
Total Project Costs

ALMA STREET REPAIR
Lessons Learned from the Project:

News Sources:

A project with a quick turn around allows a
project to affect the community immediately.
Understanding how a project such as an
infrastructure project affect the daily travel and
function of a community is important. Addressing
concerns before they happen, planning ahead
will put your community in the best situation.

http://opportunity.nebraska.gov/files/crd/
cdbg/2015/CDBG_Invest_Impacts_2015_web.
pdf
https://opportunity.nebraska.gov/streetimprovements-in-alma-help-provide-accessand-safety-for-residents/

“Repaved South Street is the most
traveled residential street in Alma. This
street gives access to all of Alma,
as well as access to Harlan
County Lake to the south.”
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INFRASTRUCTURE
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PROJECT

LOCATION

CONTACTS

Flood Mitigation Drainage System

Cambridge, NE

Dave Houghtelling, Utilities Supervisor | (308) 697-3711

Digital Well Water System

Lindsay, NE

Lindsay City Maintenance | (402) 428-2034

Waste Water Treatment System

Crawford, NE

Crawford City Clerk | cityclerk@bbc.net | (308) 665-1462

Street Improvement

Loup City, NE

Loup City Utilities Department | (308) 745-1007

Lagoon System

Alexandria, NE

Alexandria City Office | (402) 749-3890

City Infrastructure Upgrades

New Salem, ND

City Auditor | newsalem@westriv.com | (701) 843-7828

Waste Water Treatment Upgrades

Ewing, MO

Ewing City Office | (573) 494-3497

Inflow/Infiltration System Project

Babbitt, MN

City Works Department | (218) 827 - 2129

Water Distribution System

Tulare, SD

Unknown

Water Reservoir

Montrose, SD

City Clerk | (605) 363 - 5065 | Montrose@GoldenWest.net

Street Improvements

Bird City, KS

City Clerk | (785) 734 - 2616

Water Distribution Improvements

Assaria, KS

City Clerk | (785) 667 - 5595

Electrical Improvements

Troy, KS

City Clerk | cityoftroy@yahoo.com | (785) - 985 - 2101

PROJECT LIST
POPULATION 2010 POPULATION 2017 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

FUNDING SOURCES

1,060

1,040

$160,500

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

206

257

$629,050

995

953

$2,625,345

1,034

1,009

$520,100

Community Development Block Grant; Nebraska Health and Human
Services Revolving Loan Fund;
Community Development Block Grant; Nebraska Department of
Environmental Quality’s Drinking Water (DWSRLF)
Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

177

170

$1,625,532

CDBG- Disaster Recovery; USDA Grant; FEMA Emergency Funds

958

938

$1,803,000

USDA Grant; Bank of North Dakota Loan

458

445

$267,000

USDA Water and Waste Mangement Loan

1,474

1,504

$225,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

207

256

$760,484

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

470

445

$151,500

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

445

440

$402,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

418

406

$870,000

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds

1,012

972

$1,285,476

Community Development Block Grant; Local Match Funds
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12
This section provides
supplemental materials that
can be used to conduct similar
interviews, surveys, and to
analyze any nonmetropolitan
community. It also includes
descriptions on grants to apply
for and ordinaces cities can
implement.

APPENDIX

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
To determine the validity
of this research discussed
in
various
literature
sources, these factors
needed to be assessed
within the rural Nebraska
communities selected for
this case study.
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Personal
interviews
were conducted in each
of the three Nebraska
communities, with an
average of two interviews
were conducted, per each.
Residents were asked a
series of questions about
their communities, what
they liked and disliked
about them, why they
moved to the community,
and how they felt about
the community amenities.

Interviewee Characteristics
• What is your name?
• What is the name of the
community you currently
live?
• How long have you lived in
this community?
• Is this community the one
which you grew up in? (Lived
in anytime between 5-18
years old) How long where
you away?
• In one word can you describe
your community.
• What is your current age?
• Do you live within the city
limits of your community?
• What industry do you work
in?

Downtown and Main Street
• What do you like most about
downtown?
• What is your favorite place in
downtown? Why do you like
it?
• Are you satisfied with the
number of businesses in the
downtown district? Are there
any businesses you wish
there was?
• Does your downtown district
have
vacant
buildings
or those with no public
programming or those used
as storage?
• Does your downtown district
have run down, dilapidated,
or unsightly buildings?
• Does the appearance of
your community’s downtown
district affect your quality of
life?

•
•
•

Are there any arts or cultural amenities that
the community has that you enjoy? How
often do you use those amenities?
What natural amenities does the community
have that you enjoy? How often do you use
those amenities?
How are the Internet services in town? Do
you think having quality Internet service is
important?

Education
• Do you think your property taxes are
reasonable?
• Do you think residential vacancy is prevalent
in your community? How does this affect
your quality of life?
• What do you think are the most important
housing need(s) in the community?

Factors of Migration
• Why did you move back to your community?
• What do you like about living in a rural
community? What do you think it offers that
urban living doesn’t?
• What things did you consider before making
the move to rural?
• If you could move back to this community
at this point in your life what would you do
differently? Would you live in a different part
of town?
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SURVEY QUESTIONS
A survey with similar
questions to the interviews
was
dispersed
online
through social media and
city contacts of various
communities. The goal
of this survey was to get
opinions of those outside
of the case study areas,
those outside of Nebraska,
and even those outside the
age range.
The hope was that this
survey might start to
shed light on the reasons
and
migratory
factors
associated
with
one’s
intent to leave or stay in a
metropolitan area.
246

Resident Characteristics
• What is the name of the
place you currently live (City,
State)?
• How long have you lived in
your current community?
• Is the place which you
currently
reside
the
community in which you
grew up? (Lived in anytime
between 5-18 years old)
• What is the name of the
community in which you
grew up? City, State (Lived
in anytime between 5-18
years old)
• Please rank your quality
of life within your current
community.
• What is your current age?
• What industry do you work
in, either in the community or
elsewhere?

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Do you work within the
community that you reside?
Do you live in a rural
community? Rural is defined
as a community of 2,500
people or less and located
outside of a metropolitan
area.
If you live in a rural area, why
do you prefer living in a rural
community?
If you do NOT live in a rural
area, why do you prefer living
in an urban area?
In one word can you describe
your community.
Did you move back or return
to your hometown, after
having left for a period of
time?
If yes, how many years
were you away from your
hometown?

•
•
•

If you have moved back to your hometown,
what were your reason(s) for returning to
your hometown?
If you have NOT moved back to your
hometown, what factors are keeping you
from returning to your hometown?
If you have NOT moved back to your
hometown, have you ever considered
moving back?

Community & Economic Development
• In one word can you describe your
community.
• How satisfied are you with the gathering
places in town (i.e. coffee-shops, restaurants,
entertainment venues, nightlife locations)
• Does the appearance of your community’s
downtown district (i.e. Mainstreet) affect
your quality of life?
• How satisfied are you with your access to
arts and cultural amenities?

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

How satisfied are you with your access
to natural amenities (i.e parks, outdoor
recreation, nature)?
How often do you or your family use the
community’s public parks?
How satisfied are you with the public parks
and their programs? (i.e. what they offer:
pools, playground equipment, shelters, ball
fields, fishing, hiking, etc.)
Are you satisfied with the job opportunities
and/or availability of jobs within your
community?
Do you think the community needs to better
communicate available job opportunities?
How satisfied are you with the broadband
services in your community? (i.e cable,
phone, internet services)
How important is the quality of internet and
telecommunication abilities to you?
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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Education
• Did you attend the public high school of the
community which you currently live?
• Did you attend secondary education in
a location outside of your hometown
community?
• Do you currently have or did you have
children attending the public school of the
community in which you currently live?
• How satisfied are you with the quality of
education offered at the public school within
your community?
• If you moved back to your hometown was
the quality of education offered something
you considered before moving back?
• How important is it for you to have a school
within you town?
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Housing & Residential Development
• Does the vacancy of residential buildings, in
your community, affect your quality of life?
• What do you think is the most important
housing need or needs in the community?
Follow Up
• Would you like to take part in a personal
interview over this topic? If yes, please
include preferred email to be contacted.

Legislative Acts

LB840 NEBRASKA ACT
Local Option Municipal
Economic Development
LB840
https://opportunity.nebraska.
gov/program/lb-840/
https://opportunity.
nebraska.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2017/05/DED-LB-840Guide-2019-Update.pdf
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LB840 authorizes incorporated
cities and villages to collect and
appropriate local tax dollars for
economic development purposes.
Local taxes can come from sales
and/or property tax, if approved
by the local voters.
All Nebraska cities and villages, as
well as any group of two or more
cities acting under the Interlocal
Cooperation Act, are eligible to
seek local voter approval and
participate in this Act.
Eligible Activities:
• For businesses fixed assets
and/or working capital.
• Loan guarantees for qualifying
businesses.
• Essential improvements of
public works projects

•
•
•
•

•
•

Grants or loans for job training.
The purchase of real estate,
options for such purchases,
and renewals or extensions.
Grants or loans to businesses
to provide relocation incentives
for new residents.
Payments
for
salaries
and support of city staff
implementing the economic
development program.
Construction or Rehabilitation
of Housing as LMI or Workforce
Housing Plan
Retail Trade (limited to 40% of
funds generated in a 12-month
period and 20% in a 5-year
period)

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING
Tax Increment Financing is a
method of financing community
and
economic
development
projects through a borrowing
process in which the city pays of
later by using the increase in tax
revenues expected to come from
the development.
This financing method is typically
used to improve distressed
or
underdeveloped
areas
where
development
would
not otherwise occur. It also
promotes neighborhood stability
and inspires district-oriented
development.
The tax increment from a TIF
district is created without raising
taxes, and also without dipping
into the base tax revenues.

Three Requirement for TIF:
• The area proposed for
redevelopment
must
be
blighted or investment is
needed in the area to keep it
from becoming blighted.
• “But for Test” - without the
TIF subsidy, the development
wouldn’t happen due to
financial burden on the
developer
• The proposed project must
benefit the entire community
not just the developer.

Tax Increment Financing
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=yH4uIBcj-Y0
http://www.ordnebraska.com/
wp-content/uploads/2018/09/
Tax-Increment-Financing-1.pdf
https://www.cdfa.net/cdfa/
cdfaweb.nsf/resourcecenters/
tif.html
https://nebraskalegislature.
gov/laws/statutes.
php?statute=18-2147
https://www.strongtowns.org/
journal/2019/1/25/is-tif-alwaysbad
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ZONING OVERLAYS
Overlay Zoning
https://www.uwsp.edu/
cnr-ap/clue/Documents/
PlanImplementation/Overlay_
Zoning.pdf
https://dnr.nebraska.gov/sites/
dnr.nebraska.gov/files/doc/
desk-reference/legal-authority/
Model-CZoneAE-FIRMNoFway.
pdf
https://nebraskalegislature.
gov/laws/statutes.
php?statute=19-901
https://www.clearzoning.
com/2014/overlay-zoningan-innovative-tool-forimplementing-plans-andpolicies/
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Overlay zoning is a regulatory
tool that creates a special zoning
district, which is placed over
an existing base zoning area.
An overlay specifies certain
provisions/guidelines that are in
addition to the requirements of
the base zoning. An overlay can
adhere to the same boundaries
as the base zoning but can also
span multiple zones.
Overlay zones typically provide a
higher level of regulation (more
restrictive) than the existing
zoning classification, but they can
also permit exceptions or be less
restrictive. Overlays are used to
accomplish a variety of goals
and are usually prompted by
recommendations or policies in a
community’s master plan.

Overlay Uses:
• Protecting historic buildings or
districts
• Protecting/preserving
sensitive areas or wildlife
habitats
• Used to promote specific
development projects, such
as mixed-used, waterfront,
housing along transit corridors,
or
affordable
housing
development
• Preserve/enhance the rural
character of an area
• Manage stormwater
• Preserve farmland

ORDINANCES
Municipalities have the power
to enact ordinances; such as a
nuisance ordinance. Nuisance
involves an unreasonable or
unlawful use of property that
results in material annoyance,
inconvenience, discomfort, or
injury to another person or to the
public. The unlawful use may
involve doing something or failing
to do something.
Ordinances keep communities
safe and livable. Creation of a
sense of place and community
pride are all part of a City’s
vision to enhance quality of life.
There are also other forms of
ordinances which can control the
aesthetic or structural integrity of
the communities buildings.

Ordinance Examples:
• Building Code Ordinance requiring most recent or State
issued IBC Building Code
• Blighted/Dilapidated buildings
- Nuisance Ordinance
• Vacant Property Registration
Ordinances (VPROs)
• Municipal Code and Ordinance
Compliance Act
• Doors and Window Ordinance
• Issuing Criminal Misdemeanor
Sanctions for multiple code
violations
• Rental Property Registration

Municipal Ordinances
https://nebraskalegislature.
gov/laws/statutes.
php?statute=17-614
https://nebraskalegislature.
gov/laws/statutes.
php?statute=53-199
https://www.
communityprogress.net/tool-1-vacant-property-registrationordinances--pages-257.php
https://www.nxtbook.
com/nxtbooks/swell/
fromblighttobright/index.php
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C.R.A BOARD
Community Redevelopment
Authority Board
https://nebraskalegislature.
gov/laws/statutes.
php?statute=18-2102.01
https://nebraskalegislature.
gov/laws/statutes.
php?statute=18-2103
https://www.hastingsdowntown.
com/development/communityredevelopment-authority/
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Any city or village in Nebraska
has the power to establish
through ordinance a Community
Redevelopment Authority Board.
This board is appointed by the
mayor of the municipalities. The
board can be comprised of local
government officials and general
public.
The CRA is responsible for
developing and implementing
a Community Redevelopment
Plan or Comprehensive Plan.
They deal directly with projects
which conserve and rehabilitate
substandard or blighted areas
within the municipality. This board
is a specifically focused financing
mechanism for redevelopment of
a community.

CRA Boards cannot establish
policty for a city or county; the
are a distinct and separete body
from the governing entity. The
CRA does have certain powers
which a city or county may not
necessarily be able to do itself,
such as establishing tax increment
financing (TIF) and leveraging
local public funds with private
dollors to make redevelopment
happen.
The board can also provide
assitance and resources for
redevelopment incentives such
as grants and loans for things
such as, facade improvements,
signage, structural improvements,
business retention, etc.

FUNDING SOURCES

CDBG - HUD
Community Development
Block Grant
https://opportunity.nebraska.
gov/program/communitydevelopment-block-grant/
https://opportunity.nebraska.
gov/grow-your-community/datafor-applicants-and-grantees/
https://opportunity.
nebraska.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2019/05/CDBG_Cert_
Admin_20191029_web-list.pdf
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The CDBG is a federal program
under the U.S. department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD). Funds are administered
by the Nebraska Department of
Economic Development.
The grant provides funding
for community and economic
development projects on an
annual basis.
Grants are used to fund planning
and constructing project which
benefit low to moderate income
persons, that prevent or eliminate
slum/blighted conditions, or to
solve health and safety issues.

CDBG program has many funding
categories, such as:
• Downtown Revitalization
• Economic Development
• Emergent Threats
• Owner Occupied Rehab
• Planning Ventures
• Public Works
• Tourism Development
• Water / Wastewater

USDA GRANTS
U.S. Department of Agriculture
handles food, agriculture, antural
resources, rural development,
nutrition, and related issues
based on public policy. All of the
grants are issued on an annual
basis.
The Department issues numerous
grants and loans, such as:
• Housing Assistance
• Rural Development Loan
• Farm Loans
• Livestock Insurance
• Marketing Improvement
• Specialty Crop Block Grant
• Farmers Market Promotion
• Organic Cost Share Program
The housing assistance and rural
development loans are the most
beneficial for rural municipalities.

The Housing Assistance helps US Department of Agriculture
to provide affordable multi-family
rentals for low-income, elderly, https://www.usda.gov/ourand disabled individuals as well agency/about-usda
as domestic farm laborers.
https://www.usda.gov/topics/
The Rural Development Loan farming/grants-and-loans
includes various categories of
development including business, https://www.rd.usda.gov/
community facilities, multi-family programs-services/all-programs
housing, single family housing,
telecommunications, electrical,
and water and environmental
developments.
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SAB 7(a) RECOVERY ACT
SAB 7(a) Recovery Act Loan
https://www.sba.gov/document/
policy-notice-5000-1105recovery-act-restricted-usesfunds
https://www.occ.gov/topics/
consumers-and-communities/
community-affairs/resourcedirectories/small-business/sbateleseminar-qas-11-30.pdf
https://www.thebalancesmb.
com/getting-an-sba-7-loan-forsmall-business-398040
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Small Business Administration
handles the 7(a) Recovery
Act Loan which is funded from
the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009.
This loan has very specific
requirements for who can apply
and what the funds can be used
for.
This loan is not available for
State or local governments and
businesses that fall under the
NAICS codes:
• Casinos: 713210
• Casino Hotels: 721120
• Other Gambling Institutions:
713290
• Golf courses: 713910
• Aquariums and Zoos: 712130
• Swimming Pools: 713940

Eligibility requirements:
• Defined as a small business
by the SBA
• Business must be for profit
• Loan must be used for a sound
business purpose
• Must not be delinquent on any
existing debt obligations
• Other financial resources
must have been used before
applying for the SBA loan
This loan can be used to purchase
land,
buildings,
equipment,
machinery, and/or supplies. It
can also be used for long-term
and short-term working capital,
refinancing, or the purchase of an
existing business.

HUD NSP
The Neighborhood Stabilization
Program is issued by the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development to provide
emergency assistance to state
and local governments.
The program works to acquire and
redevelop foreclosed properties
before they become sources of
abatement and blight within a
community.
The program goes through three
rounds of funding allocation.
NSP1 is authorized under Title
III of the Housing and Economic
Recovery Act of 2008. NSP2 is
funded by the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act while NSP3
funds are provided by the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform Act.

NSP is a component of the
Community Development Block
Grant and the HOME program.
Eligible uses include:
• To establishing financing
mechanisms for purchase and
redevelopment of foreclosed
homes
and
residential
properties
• To purchase and rehabilitate
homes
and
residential
properties abandoned or
foreclosed
• To establish land banks for
foreclosed homes
• To demolish or redevelop
blighted/vacant structures

Neighborhood Stabilization
Program
https://www.hud.gov/program_
offices/comm_planning/
neighborhoodspg
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/
datasets/NSP.html
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/
NSP2datadesc.html
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/
datasets/nsp_target.html
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HUD PROGRAM
Section 4 Capacity Building
https://www.hud.gov/program_
offices/spm/gmomgmt/
grantsinfo/fundingopps
https://www.hud.gov/program_
offices/spm/gmomgmt/
grantsinfo/fundingopps/fy2019_
section4
https://www.grants.gov/web/
grants/search-grants.html
https://www.cdfifund.gov/Pages/
Opportunity-Zones.aspx
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Section 4 of HUD financing
deals with capacity building for
community development and
affordable housing programs.
The national funding enhances
the capacity and ability of
(CDCs) Community Development
Corporations and
Community
Housing Development to construct
affordable housing and conduct
activities dealing with community
development, specifically those
which benefit low to moderate
income families and persons.
Through this program HUD
typically awards 3 projects. The
program requires cost sharing or
matching funds for all awardees.
Any Nonprofit 501(c)(3) status
organization is eligible to apply for
this grant.

Eligible Activities:
• Training,
education,
and
support to enhance tecnical
and administrative capabilities.
• To
fund
grants,
loans,
predevelopment
assitance,
or other financial assistance
programs.
• Other activities reviewed and
approved by HUD to involve
reasonable
administrative
tasks directly related to the
grantee’s management of the
Section 4 funding.

LB518 HOUSING
LB518 is a legislative bill in
Nebraska that went into effect in
2017. This bill establishes the Rural
Workforce Housing Invstment
Act, which transfers funding from
the Affordable Housing Trust
Fund to provide matching grants
to construct workforce related
housing projects.
The grant awards non-profit
development organizations in
order to meet the demand and
need for rural houding for low
to moderate income working
families.
All communities located in a
county with a population of less
than 100,000 are eligible to apply
for this assistance. Grantees must
be a nonprofit organization.

Eligible Housing Projects:
• New owner-occupied housing
costing no more than $275,000
• New rental housing costing no
more than $200,000
• Owner-occupied or rental
housing units for which
the cost to substantially
rehabilitate exceeds 50% of a
unit’s assessed value.
• Upper-story housing

LB518 - Workforce Housing
https://nebraskalegislature.
gov/bills/view_bill.
php?DocumentID=37326
https://opportunity.nebraska.
gov/program/workforcehousing-fund/

https://opportunity.nebraska.
gov/gov-ricketts-economicIn all housing projects, they development-announcecannot have already received rural-workforce-housing-fundor be eligible for federal or state recipients/
low-income housing tax credits,
CDBG, HOME funds, National
Housing Trust Fund, or funds
from the Affordable Housing Trust
Fund.
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